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1.0

OBJECTIVE

After reading the unit you will know about Tagore, his contribution in literary realm
and patriotism. Rabindranath Tagore, Asia's first Nobel laureate, may well be
characterized as a cultural icon, ambivalent as that term may be. We, the editors of
this special issue of the University of Toronto Quarterly, use the expression cultural
icon to mean a symbolic focal point or prism that points toward, sums up, and opens
onto a much wider world of meaning.1 For millions of Indians and Bangladeshis,
Rabindranath Tagore is, as he was in his lifetime, a cultural icon. Elsewhere, those
who know him and his work well enough to find in it such a symbolic focal point
opening onto a globally pertinent vision of human life are understandably fewer. There
are, however, a number of converging factors propelling renewed awareness and
appreciation of Tagore, his vision and his work that in his lifetime so moved audiences
and readers from Japan to Canada, from the Baltic republics to Argentina.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Rabindranath Tagore is perhaps the most widely-known Indian writer of the twentieth
century. In 1913, he won the Nobel Prize in Literature being the first Indian, and also
the first Asian, to win that prize. This event was partly responsible for the kindling of
a new interest in Indian literature, especially in the West. He received the Nobel Prize
for his Gitanjali (meaning ‘song-offerings’) which is a collection of devotional songs.
Gitanjali was written originally in Bengali and was translated into English by the poet
himself. Tagore, however, was not only a poet. He was gifted with many talents and
was obviously a very hardworking man considering the amount of writing he did.
Apart from writing poems and songs in their thousands, he has written novels, short
stories, plays and essays on various subjects. He was a thinker and philosopher of the
first order and was also a painter and musician of no inconsiderable merit. But what
makes him stand out as one of the most important Indians of the twentieth century is
his contribution to Indian education. He not only wrote about the kind of education
our children should receive but also put them into practice by establishing an
educational institution at Shantiniketan in Bengal, which is now a central university
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called the Vishwa Bharati University. You have read in the introduction above that
Rabindranath Tagore introduced philosophy and an element of spirituality in Indian
poetry in English. His poetry is often mystical and has a very prominent spiritual
element in it. He was also a great worshipper of nature. His novels and short stories
are often about different kinds of human relationships and also about the struggle a
person goes through in life. One of his most well-known novels is Gora. You can find
out the names of his other novels and try to read some of them. He wrote plays also.
Red Oleanders and The Mother’s Prayer are some of his best known plays. Tagore
wrote a large number of plays, 53 in all, 13 of which he translated into English. In this
unit you are going to read two poems by Rabindranath Tagore. These poems are
typical of his poetry. They are profoundly mystical and you have to try to understand
the symbolism in them. You will also find prominent elements of spirituality and
philosophy in them.
When Tagore won the Nobel Prize in literature for ‘Gitanjali’ or Song Offerings in
1913, the first non-European to do so, he was a rage in the West and, then, he was not.
His friend Ernest Rhys, writing in 1915 said, ‘India greatly appreciated the honour’.
As for Tagore, himself overwhelmed by the publicity, he admitted to feeling like his
‘shelter’ had been taken away (Rhys 1915: xiv). Rabindranath was one of the thirteen
children born to Debendranath Tagore and Sarada Devi, in Kolkata in 1861. He
belonged to a prominent family of philosophers and religious reformers that occupied
an influential position in Bengal. Although Tagore is best known for his poetry, he
was also an accomplished novelist, artist, dramatist, essayist and made prolific music
compositions. His work gained international prominence just as the winds of
nationalism and mutual distrust swept across the European continent and morphed into
a conflict in 1914. The poet saw the oncoming war as an assault on humanity and
explored its political and cultural consequences through his writings. European
intellectuals and literary figures who witnessed the war’s brutality at their shores
sought ‘insights coming from elsewhere’ and for many, Tagore’s voice ‘fit the need
splendidly’ (Sen 2011). India’s own engagement with the war was complex. The
country, then a part of the British Empire, supplied the Allies with thousands of troops
and its main political organisation, the Indian National Congress, while being ‘overtly
supportive of the war’, was also ‘willing to protest and exploit its consequences’. This
article is a study of the complexity of those circumstances and Tagore’s own
experience of the war as he moved from being ‘readily co-opted’ for Anglo-imperial
propaganda to becoming an independent force against the war and colonialism. The
importance of Tagore lies in the capacity of his poetry and writings to ‘anticipate and
contribute’ to the political changes they ‘provoked’ (Featherstone 2013: 182). As
Nandy has argued, ‘Tagore was an insider’. In rejecting Tagore, one risks rejecting an
‘important part of the modern consciousnesses in India (Nandy 1994: 4).
1.2

TAGORE IN THE TIME OF WAR 1913-1919

First World War poetry is said to have some ‘classic features’ such as: the ‘lyric
testimony of the broken body—mouth, eyes, the “gashed” head—set against the
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abstract rhetoric of honor’. It can be argued that a lack of conformity to the ‘British
constructions of war memory of the dominant model of the trench lyric’ has reduced
the space for archipelagic and colonial poetry. There is also a ‘neat’ alignment of the
words with moral agendas which are often bound up in the ‘politics of cultural
memory’ (Das 2013b, 2013: 26). For instance, during the war years in Germany,
Tagore’s works were advertised with those of novelist Franz Werfel to project their
‘humanity and pacifism’, and by 1915 Tagore came to be idolized as the ‘poet of peace
in the noblest sense of the word’ (Kaempchen 2012). In another instance, Tagore’s
poetry, ‘When I go from hence, let this be my parting word…’, was found in the pocket
book of Wilfred Owen, himself a famous Great War poet.[2] In the context of the war,
Tagore thought that India’s own multicultural past could offer something valuable to
both contemporary India and the world. He found many things to say, some very
practical… Nevertheless, the ‘listening in the West [was] firmly tuned to more otherworldly themes’ and as soon as these ideas fell from favor, he found himself
marginalized (Tagore et al. 1997: xviii). This explains a part of the puzzle in
understanding his forgotten place in Great War memory.
Tagore was aware of the war enthusiasm that pervaded all spheres in the early years.
He referred to it in his poem, The Trumpet, ‘Ah, the evil day! Come fighters, carrying
your flags and singer with your songs’! In a 1915 letter to his friend, Robert Bridges,
Tagore wrote, ‘I know what this war is to you… Please let Mrs. Bridges accept my
heartfelt sympathy and reverence [for one] whose son is fighting for the cause of
liberty in one of the greatest wars in the history of mankind (Tagore et al. 1997: 172).
Tagore’s sense of a ‘moral’ standing was, at this point, clearly with the Allies. In fact,
in 1915 Tagore’s relationship with British officials in India was closer than with Indian
nationalists like Gandhi and it was in June of the same year that he was honored with
knighthood. The reality in India, however, was that the coming of the First World War
presented a political opportunity (rather than militarism) and, like most of the educated
middle-class, Tagore found himself at a ‘fragile point’ between a ‘residual loyalty to
the empire’ and a rising ‘nationalist consciousness’ (Das 2014).[4] Take for instance
his 1916 decision to decline an invitation to speak in Vancouver as he disagreed with
Canada’s immigration laws that discriminated against Indians. In another instance that
same year, in a Modern Review essay, he wrote of his hope that Bengali youth be been
taken as volunteers in the British Expeditionary Force. His belief was that ‘if we could
sacrifice our lives—so I thought—in the same cause with the English soldiers, we
should at once become real to them, and claim fairness at their hands ever after’
(ScoTs; Featherstone 2013: 180).
Tagore’s idea of nationalism was distinct in that he rarely separated it from
internationalism. In a 1917 letter to Sir William Rothenstein, Tagore wrote, ‘some
critics have taxed me with having misunderstood the meaning of the word
“nation” …Certainly it is based on the idea of competition, conflict and conquest and
not that of cooperation. In human language, there are very few words that have an
absolute meaning’ (Tagore et al. 1997: 188). Even as his later poems of 1918 were
‘relocated in broader currents of anti-imperialist activism’ and his own criticism for
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British colonial rule in India grew more intense, he continued to dissociate his
criticism of the Raj from ‘any denigration’ of British or Western people and culture
(Bhattacharya 2013: 71; Featherstone 2013: 181). Das argues that it this mixing up—
of war, languages and other histories which are locally more charged than the war—
that stretch our understanding of the term “First World War poetry”.
In his book, Nationalism, which this article commemorates, Tagore bluntly said,
‘Nationalism is a great menace’. He viewed the European war of nations as the ‘war
of retribution’. He felt that the ‘time has come, for the sake of the whole outraged
world, Europe should fully know in her own person the terrible absurdity of this thing
called the Nation’. For him, ‘nation’ was just another name for an organization of
politics and commerce, and warned that when it ‘becomes all powerful at the cost of
harmony of the higher social life, then it is an evil day for humanity’. Ideas of
nationalism were rife in India and he lamented that ‘this abstract being, the Nation, is
ruling India’ (Tagore 1917: 133, 58, 22, 24). He further declared at the height of the
First World War that ‘there is only one history – the history of man. All national
histories are merely chapters in the larger one’ (Quayes 2011). Tagore’s ideas on
nationalism, however, were not well received in Japan or the USA, where crowds had
gathered expecting to listen to a sage-like poet from a mystical land. In his 1916
address at Tokyo Imperial University, notwithstanding his great admiration for its
culture and history, Tagore warned Japan to check its rising nationalist tendencies and
stay true to its spiritual values. Sections of the Japanese elite, in reaction to his pacifist
ideas, were quick to offer a scathing critique of Tagore. Meanwhile, the poet gradually
began to see nationalism itself as illegitimate. Responses to Tagore from different
quarters of the world in this period are noteworthy.[6] In a 1917 letter, GRS Mead, a
theosophist and close associate of Annie Besant, wrote to Tagore to say that he did not
expect ‘the poet of Gitanjali to turn political’. In his philosophy, Bhattacharya argues,
‘Tagore was far ahead of his times and he ploughed a lonely furrow’ (Tagore et al.
1997: 184; Bhattacharya 2013: 72).
(http://ww1centenary.oucs.ox.ac.uk/war-as-revolution/tagore-in-the-time-of-war/)
1.3

TAGORE’S HISTORY WITH US AND SWEDEN

In 1918, in the light of US involvement in the war, Tagore became keen to go to the
US again but his implication in the San-Francisco Hindu-German conspiracy case
restricted his entry. Infuriated, Tagore wrote to President Wilson and others but, as the
case dragged on, he abandoned his plans and remained in India. In the years that
followed, owing to the poor translations of his poetry, the unpopularity of his
American lectures attacking nationalism and a changing literary taste during the war,
Tagore continued to be marginalised on the world stage. The poet who was received
with great adulation during his popular years received such denunciations with ‘barely
concealed pain’ (Tagore et al. 1997: 198-9, 149, xviii). The final curtain, however,
came down in 1919 with the Jalianwalabagh massacre when General Dyer ordered
his soldiers to open fire, killing 379 and wounding 1200 unarmed civilians, and the
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British imposed martial law in Punjab.[8] Tagore, shocked by such colonial excesses,
decided to renounce his knighthood. In a letter to the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, he
wrote, ‘the time has come when badges of honor make our shame glaring in the
incongruous context of humiliation, and I for my part wish to stand, shorn of all special
distinctions, by the side of those of my countrymen, who, for their so-called
insignificance, are liable to suffer degradation not fit for human beings’ (Tagore et al.
1997: 223). For the British, this renunciation was symbolic of his now firm anticolonial stance. Yet, his enduring legacy is in that from his youth until even after the
Amritsar tragedy Tagore never gave primacy to politics. Following the end of the war,
Tagore would once again return to Europe. To his surprise, he was received with
overwhelming warmth in war-torn Germany. He concluded that ‘it must be that the
nations of the West were looking for some new ideal from the East’ (Guha 2012)
In 1921, eight years after he had been awarded the Nobel prize, Tagore gave the
customary acceptance speech at the Swedish academy where he laid stress on global
cooperation and harmony. In the aftermath of the war, as former dominions and
colonies became nation states, their war contribution was either marginalized or
reconfigured while Tagore himself suffered from ‘his being made a parochial
possession of Bengal’ (Das 2013: 26, Guha 2012). In the study of global experiences
of the Great War, Tagore’s work is valuable not only for his political and social ideas
but also as a link between the criticism of war poetry and the broader field of
postcolonial studies (Featherstone 2013: 174). In comparing Tagore’s popularity
within the language group of Bengalis, Jack argues that there is no equivalent, barring
perhaps the popularity of Robert Burns in Scotland, a hundred years before. While
Tagore may still be seen as a ‘purely local phenomenon’, Jack argues that Tagore’s
message was international (Jack 2011). Although the poet was famous in the West as
a spiritualist, the essence of his writings lay in his critical reasoning and in his ideas
of the universal man who was free (Sen 2011). In contrast to the western memory of
Tagore, he was an artist, philosopher and writer, a well-travelled thinker with
progressive ideas, an educationalist, ecologist and critical nationalist. His core ideasof the need for self-determination and to strengthen the nation from below; the
universal man and his commitment to education, first through Shantiniketan and then
Viswa-Bharati University- transcended borders. During the war years, Tagore
continued to accept invitations to give lectures at universities and public gatherings
across the world. While he used these platforms to propagate internationalism and
humanism, he directed his earnings towards educational reform initiatives. With
Tagore’s contributions running into thousands, his political critique during the war
was far-reaching. Tagore, like most of his contemporaries of the early twentieth
century, witnessed the rise of nationalism in both East and West. He lived through the
First World War but he also went on to be a part of the popular struggle for Indian
freedom, and he was unique in the ideas he stood for and extraordinary in his abilities
to express them. Here, it is valuable to remember that Tagore described his own
cultural background as ‘a confluence of three cultures, Hindu, Mohammedan, and
British’: a complete contrast to those who viewed the world then and the world today
as a ‘clash of civilizations’ (Sen 2011).
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(http://ww1centenary.oucs.ox.ac.uk/war-as-revolution/tagore-in-the-time-of-war/)
1.4

LET US SUM UP

This paper explores the enduring qualities of Rabindranath Tagore’s English prose and
puts forward the thesis that not only the Gitanjali poems but also many other of his
English writings attained “some qualities of permanence” almost wholly because of
his artistic skills. In addition to the strength of his ideas and the intensity of his feelings,
the main reason why his prose works found an appreciative audience for a long time
in the west can often be attributed to his adroit use of the English language in his
letters, lectures, essays and speeches and his ability to adjust his style in accordance
with the occasion, the audience, the genre and the subject matter. Without the impact
the English prose writings have had, Tagore’s international reputation would not have
survived thus far. Indeed, the enduring popularity of a work such as Nationalism tells
us quite clearly that while as far as his argument is concerned there is a lot that is still
relevant for the world in Tagore’s English writings, they should still appeal to us also
because of his eloquence and writing skills.
1.5

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS


Discuss Rabindranath Tagore's idea of freedom self- realization.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………..



Explain Tagore's critique of nationalism.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………



Discuss and distinguish the basic disagreement between Tagore and Gandhi.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………



Evaluate Tagore's journey to USA and Sweden.
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
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2.0

OBJECTIVE

Rabindranath Tagore's 1917 essay "Nationalism in India," in which he considers the
specific challenges faced by India in developing a national self-consciousness as well
as the need for that consciousness to be grounded in Indian cultural sensibilities.
Tagore was a prolific and accomplished poet, novelist, and playwright and is perhaps
best known for his literary output, a massive corpus comprising remarkable writing in
both Bengali and English. Tagore is less well known as a philosopher but made
significant contributions to the development of Indian philosophy in the early
twentieth century. In his essay, Tagore argues that the real problem in India is not
political but social, a condition that he says prevails not only in India but among all
nations. He also notes a parallelism between America and India-the parallelism of
welding together various races into one body. In the end, he claims that India has never
had a real sense of nationalism, and that nationalism has for years been at the bottom
of India's troubles.
2.1

INTRODUCTION

OUR REAL PROBLEM in India is not political. It is social. This is a condition not
only prevailing in India, but among all nations. I do not believe in an exclusive political
interest. Politics in the West have dominated Western ideals, and we in India are trying
to imitate you. We have to remember that in Europe, where peoples had their racial
unity from the beginning, and where natural resources were insufficient for the
inhabitants, the civilization has naturally taken the character of political and
commercial aggressiveness. For on the one hand they had no internal complications,
and on the other they had to deal with neighbours who were strong and rapacious. To
have perfect combination among themselves and a watchful attitude of animosity
against others was taken as the solution of their problems. In former days they
organized and plundered, in the present age the same spirit continues - and they
organize and exploit the whole world.
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2.2

ANALYSIS

The earliest beginnings of history, India has had her own problem constantly before
her - it is the race problem. Each nation must be conscious of its mission and we, in
India, must realize that we cut a poor figure when we are trying to be political, simply
because we have not yet been finally able to accomplish what was set before us by our
providence.
This problem of race unity which we have been trying to solve for so many years has
likewise to be faced by you here in America. Many people in this country ask me what
is happening as to the caste distinctions in India. But when this question is asked me,
it is usually done with a superior air. And I feel tempted to put the same question to
our American critics with a slight modification, 'What have you done with the Red
Indian and the Negro?' For you have not got over your attitude of caste toward them.
You have used violent methods to keep aloof from other races, but until you have
solved the question here in America, you have no right to question India.
In spite of our great difficulty, however, India has done something. She has tried to
make an adjustment of races, to acknowledge the real differences between them where
these exist, and yet seek for some basis of unity. This basis has come through our
saints, like Nanak, Kabir, Chaitanya and others, preaching one God to all races of
India.
In finding the solution of our problem we shall have helped to solve the world problem
as well. What India has been, the whole world is now. The whole world is becoming
one country through scientific facility. And the moment is arriving when you also must
find a basis of unity which is not political. If India can offer to the world her solution,
it will be a contribution to humanity. There is only one history - the history of man.
All national histories are merely chapters in the larger one. And we are content in India
to suffer for such a great cause.
Each individual has his self-love. Therefore his brute instinct leads him to fight with
others in the sole pursuit of his self-interest. But man has also his higher instincts of
sympathy and mutual help. The people who are lacking in this higher moral power and
who therefore cannot combine in fellowship with one another must perish or live in a
state of degradation. Only those peoples have survived and achieved civilization who
have this spirit of cooperation strong in them. So we find that from the beginning of
history men had to choose between fighting with one another and combining, between
serving their own interest or the common interest of all.
In our early history when the geographical limits of each country and also the facilities
of communication were small, this problem was comparatively small in dimension. It
was sufficient for men to develop their sense of unity within their area of segregation.
In those days they combined among them-selves and fought against others. But it was
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this moral spirit of combination which was the true basis of their greatness, and this
fostered their art, science and religion. At that-early time the most important fact that
man had to take count of was the fact of the members of one particular race of men
coming in close contact with one another. Those who truly grasped this fact through
their higher nature made their mark in history.
The most important fact of the present age is that all the different races of men have
come close together. And again we are confronted with two alternatives. The problem
is whether the different groups of peoples shall go on fighting with one another or find
out some true basis of reconciliation and mutual help; whether it will be interminable
competition or cooperation.
I have no hesitation in saying that those who are gifted with the moral power of love
and vision of spiritual unity, who have the least feeling of enmity against aliens, and
the sympathetic insight to place themselves in the position of others will be the fittest
to take their permanent place in the age that is lying before us, and those who are
constantly developing their instinct of fight and intolerance of aliens will be
eliminated. For this is the problem before us, and we have to prove our humanity by
solving it through the help of our higher nature. The gigantic organizations for hurting
others and warding off their blows, for making money by dragging others back, will
not help us. On the contrary, by their crushing weight, their enormous cost and their
deadening effect upon the living humanity they will seriously impede our freedom in
the larger life of a higher civilization.
During the evolution of the Nation the moral culture of brotherhood was limited by
geographical boundaries, because at that time those boundaries were true. Now they
have become imaginary lines of tradition divested of the qualities of real obstacles. So
the time has come when man's moral nature must deal with this great fact with all
seriousness or perish. The first impulse of this change of circumstance has been the
churning up of man's baser passions of greed and cruel hatred. If this persists
indefinitely and armaments go on exaggerating themselves to unimaginable
absurdities, and machines and store-houses envelop this fair earth with their dirt and
smoke and ugliness, then it will end in a conflagration of suicide. Therefore man will
have to exert all his power of love and clarity of vision to make another great moral
adjustment which will comprehend the whole world of men and not merely the
fractional groups of nationality. The call has come to every individual in the present
age to prepare himself and his surroundings for this dawn of a new era when man shall
discover his soul in the spiritual unity of all human beings.
If it is given at all to the West to struggle out of these tangles of the lower slopes to
the spiritual summit of humanity, then I cannot but think that it is the special mission
of America to fulfil this hope of God and man. You are the country of expectation,
desiring something else than what is. Europe has her subtle habits of mind and her
conventions. But America, as yet, has come to no conclusions. I realize how much
America is untrammeled by the traditions of the past, and I can appreciate that
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experimentalism is a sign of America's youth. The foundation of her glory is in the
future, rather than in the past; and if one is gifted with the power of clairvoyance, one
will be able to love the America that is to be.
America is destined to justify Western civilization to the East. Europe has lost faith in
humanity, and has become distrustful and sickly. America, on the other hand, is not
pessimistic or blase. You know, as a people, that there is such a thing as a better and
a best; and that knowledge drives you on. There are habits that are not merely passive
but aggressively arrogant. They are not like mere walls but are like hedges of stinging
nettles. Europe has been cultivating these hedges of habits for long years till they have
grown round her dense and strong and high. The pride of her traditions has sent its
roots deep into her heart. I do not wish to contend that it is unreasonable. But pride in
every form breeds blindness at the end. Like all artificial stimulants its first effect is a
heightening of consciousness and then with the increasing dose it muddles it and
brings in exultation that is misleading. Europe has gradually grown hardened in her
pride of all her outer and inner habits. She not only cannot forget that she is Western,
but she takes every opportunity to hurl this fact against others to humiliate them. This
is why she is growing incapable of imparting to the East what is best in herself, and of
accepting in a right spirit the wisdom that the East has stored for centuries.
In America national habits and traditions have not had time to spread their clutching
roots round your hearts. You have constantly felt and complained of its disadvantages
when you compared your nomadic restlessness with the settled traditions of Europe the Europe which can show her picture of greatness to the best advantage because she
can fix it against the back- ground of the Past. But in this present age of transition,
when a new era of civilization is sending its trumpet call to all peoples of the world
across an unlimited future, this very freedom of detachment will enable you to accept
its invitation and to achieve the goal for which Europe began her journey but lost
herself midway. For she was tempted out of her path by her pride of power and greed
of possession.
Not merely your freedom from habits of mind in the individuals but also the freedom
of your history from all unclean entanglements fits you in your career of holding the
banner of civilization of the future. All the great nations of Europe have their victims
in other parts of the world. This not only deadens their moral sympathy but also their
intellectual sympathy, which is so necessary for the understanding of races which are
different from one's own. Englishmen can never truly understand India because their
minds are not disinterested with regard to that country. If you compare England with
Germany or France you will find she has produced the smallest number of scholars
who have studied Indian literature and philosophy with any amount of sympathetic
insight or thoroughness. This attitude of apathy and contempt is natural where the
relationship is abnormal and founded upon national selfishness and pride. But your
history has been disinterested and that is why you have been able to help Japan in her
lessons in Western civilization and that is why China can look upon you with her best
confidence in this her darkest period of danger. In fact you are carrying all the
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responsibility of a great future because you are untrammeled by the grasping
miserliness of a past. Therefore of all countries of the earth America has to be fully
conscious of this future, her vision must not be obscured and her faith in humanity
must be strong with the strength of youth.
A parallelism exists between America and India - the parallelism of welding together
into one body various races. In my country, we have been seeking to find out
something common to all races, which will prove their real unity. No nation looking
for a mere political or commercial basis of unity will find such a solution sufficient.
Men of thought and power will discover the spiritual unity, will realize it, and preach
it.
India has never had a real sense of nationalism. Even though from childhood I had
been taught that the idolatry of Nation is almost better than reverence for God and
humanity, I believe I have outgrown that teaching, and it is my conviction that my
countrymen will gain truly their India by fighting against that education which teaches
them that a country is greater than the ideals of humanity.
The educated Indian at present is trying to absorb some lessons from history contrary
to the lessons of our ancestors. The East, in fact, is attempting to take unto itself a
history which is not the outcome of its own living. Japan, for example, thinks she is
getting powerful through adopting Western methods, but, after she has exhausted her
inheritance, only the borrowed weapons of civilization will remain to her. She will not
have developed herself from within.
Europe has her past. Europe's strength therefore lies in her history. We, in India, must
make up our minds that we cannot borrow other people's history, and that if we stifle
our own, we are committing suicide. When you borrow things that do not belong to
your life, they only serve to crush your life. And therefore I believe that it does India
no good to compete with Western civilization in its own field. But we shall be more
than compensated if, in spite of the insults heaped upon us, we follow our own destiny.
There are lessons which impart information or train our minds for intellectual pursuits.
These are simple and can be acquired and used with advantage. But there are others
which affect our deeper nature and change our direction of life. Before we accept them
and pay their value by selling our own inheritance, we must pause and think deeply.
In man's history there come ages of fireworks which dazzle us by their force and
movement. They laugh not only at our modest household lamps but also at the eternal
stars. But let us not for that provocation be precipitate in our desire to dismiss our
lamps. Let us patiently bear our present insult and realize that these fireworks have
splendour but not permanence, because of the extreme explosiveness which is the
cause of their power, and also of their exhaustion. They are spending a fatal quantity
of energy and substance compared to their gain and production.
Anyhow our ideals have been evolved through our own history and even if we wished
we could only make poor fireworks of them, because their materials are different from
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yours, as is also their moral purpose. If we cherish the desire of paying our all for
buying a political nationality it will be as absurd as if Switzerland had staked her
existence in her ambition to build up a navy powerful enough to compete with that of
England. The mistake that we make is in thinking that man's channel of greatness is
only one - the one which has made itself painfully evident for the time being by its
depth of insolence.
We must know for certain that there is a future before us and that future is waiting for
those who are rich in moral ideals and not in mere things. And it is the privilege of
man to work for fruits that are beyond his immediate reach, and to adjust his life not
in slavish conformity to the examples of some present success or even to his own
prudent past, limited in its aspiration, but to an infinite future bearing in its heart the
ideals of our highest expectations.
We must, however, know it is providential that the West has come to India. Yet,
someone must show the East to the West, and convince the West that the East has her
contribution to make in the history of civilization. India is no beggar of the West. And
yet even though the West may think she is, I am not for thrusting off Western
civilization and becoming segregated in our independence. Let us have a deep
association. If Providence wants England to be the channel of that communication, of
that deeper association, I am willing to accept it with all humility. I have great faith in
human nature, and I think the West will find its true mission. I speak bitterly of
Western civilization when I am conscious that it is betraying its trust and thwarting its
own purpose.
The West must not make herself a curse to the world by using her power for her own
selfish needs, but by teaching the ignorant and helping the weak, by saving herself
from the worst danger that the strong is liable to incur by making the feeble to acquire
power enough to resist her intrusion. And also she must not make her materialism to
be the final thing, but must realize that she is doing a service in freeing the spiritual
being from the tyranny of matter.
I am not against one nation in particular, but against the general idea of all nations.
What is the Nation? It is the aspect of a whole people as an organized power. This
organization incessantly keeps up the insistence of the population on becoming strong
and efficient. But this strenuous effort after strength and efficiency drains man's
energy from his higher nature where he is self-sacrificing and creative.
For thereby man's power of sacrifice is diverted from his ultimate object, which is
moral, to the maintenance of this organization, which is mechanical. Yet in this he
feels all the satisfaction of moral exaltation and therefore becomes supremely
dangerous to humanity. He feels relieved of the urging of his conscience when he can
transfer his responsibility to this machine which is the creation of his intellect and not
of his complete moral personality. By this device the people which loves freedom
perpetuates slavery in a large portion of the world with the comfortable feeling of pride
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of having done its duty; men who are naturally just can be cruelly unjust both in their
act and their thought, accompanied by a feeling that they are helping the world in
receiving its deserts; men who are honest can blindly go on robbing others of their
human rights for self-aggrandizement, all the while abusing the deprived for not
deserving better treatment. We have seen in our everyday life even small organizations
of business and profession produce callousness of feeling in men who are not naturally
bad, and we can well imagine what a moral havoc it is causing in a world where whole
peoples are furiously organizing themselves for gaining wealth and power.
Nationalism is a great menace. It is the particular thing which for years has been at
the bottom of India's troubles. And inasmuch as we have been ruled and dominated by
a nation that is strictly political in its attitude, we have tried to develop within
ourselves, despite our inheritance from the past, a belief in our eventual political
destiny.
There are different parties in India, with different ideals. Some are struggling for
political independence. Others think that the time has not arrived for that, and yet
believe that India should have the rights that the English colonies have. They wish to
gain autonomy as far as possible.
In the beginning of our history of political agitation in India there was not that conflict
between parties which there is to-day. In that time there was a party known as the
Indian congress; it had no real programme. They had a few grievances for redress by
the authorities. They wanted larger representation in the Council House, and more
freedom in the Municipal government. They wanted scraps of things, but they had no
constructive ideal. Therefore I was lacking in enthusiasm for their methods. It was my
conviction that what India most needed was constructive work coming from within
herself. In this work we must take all risks and go on doing our duties which by right
are ours, though in the teeth of persecution; winning moral victory at every step, by
our failure, and suffering. We must show those who are over us that we have the
strength of moral power in ourselves, the power to suffer for truth. Where we have
nothing to show, we only have to beg. It would be mischievous if the gifts we wish for
were granted to us right now, and I have told my countrymen, time and time again, to
combine for the work of creating opportunities to give vent to our spirit of selfsacrifice, and not for the purpose of begging.
The party, however, lost power because the people soon came to realize how futile
was the half policy adopted by them. The party split, and there arrived the Extremists,
who advocated independence of action, and discarded the begging method, - the
easiest method of relieving one's mind from his responsibility towards his country.
Their ideals were based on Western history. They had no sympathy with the special
problems of India. They did not recognize the patent fact that there were causes in our
social organization which made the Indian incapable of coping with the alien. What
would we do if, for any reason, England was driven away? We should simply be
victims for other nations. The same social weaknesses would prevail. The thing we, in
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India, have to think of is this - to remove those social customs and ideals which have
generated a want of self-respect and a complete dependence on those above us,-a state
of affairs which has been brought about entirely by the domination in India of the caste
system, and the blind and lazy habit of relying upon the authority of traditions that are
incongruous anachronisms in the present age.
Once again I draw your attention to the difficulties India has had to encounter and her
struggle to overcome them. Her problem was the problem of the world in miniature.
India is too vast in its area and too diverse in its races. It is many countries packed in
one geographical receptacle. It is just the opposite of what Europe truly is, namely one
country made into many. Thus Europe in its culture and growth has had the advantage
of the strength of the many, as well as the strength of the one. India, on the contrary,
being naturally many, yet adventitiously one has all along suffered from the looseness
of its diversity and the feebleness of its unity. A true unity is like a round globe, it rolls
on, carrying its burden easily; but diversity is a many-cornered thing which has to be
dragged and pushed with all force. Be it said to the credit of India that this diversity
was not her own creation; she has had to accept it as a fact from the beginning of her
history. In America and Australia, Europe has simplified her problem by almost
exterminating the original population. Even in the present age this spirit of
extermination is making itself manifest, by inhospitably shutting out aliens, through
those who themselves were aliens in the lands they now occupy. But India tolerated
difference of races from the first, and that spirit of toleration has acted all through her
history.
Her caste system is the outcome of this spirit of toleration. For India has all along been
trying experiments in evolving a social unity within which all the different peoples
could be held together, yet fully enjoying the freedom of maintaining their own
differences. The tie has been as loose as possible, yet as close as the circumstances
permitted. This has produced something like a United States of a social federation,
whose common name is Hinduism.
India had felt that diversity of races there must be and should be whatever may be its
drawback, and you can never coerce nature into your narrow limits of convenience
without paying one day very dearly for it. In this India was right; but what she failed
to realize was that in human beings differences are not like the physical barriers of
mountains, fixed forever - they are fluid with life's flow, they are changing their
courses and their shapes and volume.
Therefore in her caste regulations India recognized differences, but not the mutability
which is the law of life. In trying to avoid collisions she set up boundaries of
immovable walls, thus giving to her numerous races the negative benefit of peace and
order but not the positive opportunity of expansion and movement. She accepted
nature where it produces diversity, but ignored it where it uses that diversity for its
world-game of infinite permutations and combinations. She treated life in all truth
where it is manifold, but insulted it where it is ever moving. Therefore Life departed
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from her social system and in its place she is worshipping with all ceremony the
magnificent cage of countless compartments that she has manufactured.
The same thing happened where she tried to ward off the collisions of trade interests.
She associated different trades and professions with different castes. It had the effect
of allaying for good the interminable jealousy and hatred of competition - the
competition which breeds cruelty and makes the atmosphere thick with lies and
deception. In this also India laid all her emphasis upon the law of heredity, ignoring
the law of mutation, and thus gradually reduced arts into crafts and genius into skill.
However, what Western observers fail to discern is that in her caste system India in
all seriousness accepted her responsibility to solve the race problem in such a manner
as to avoid all friction, and yet to afford each race freedom within its boundaries. Let
us admit in this India has not achieved a full measure of success. But this you must
also concede, that the West, being more favourably situated as to homogeneity of
races, has never given her attention to this problem, and whenever confronted with it
she has tried to make it easy by ignoring it altogether. And this is the source of her
anti-Asiatic agitations for depriving the aliens of their right to earn their honest living
on these shores. In most of your colonies you only admit them on condition of their
accepting the menial position of hewers of wood and drawers of water. Either you shut
your doors against the aliens or reduce them into slavery. And this is your solution of
the problem of race-conflict. Whatever may be its merits you will have to admit that
it does not spring from the higher impulses of civilization, but from the lower passions
of greed and hatred. You say this is human nature - and India also thought she knew
human nature when she strongly barricaded her race distinctions by the fixed barriers
of social gradations. But we have found out to our cost that human nature is not what
it seems, but what it is in truth; which is in its infinite possibilities. And when we in
our blindness insult humanity for its ragged appearance it sheds its disguise to disclose
to us that we have insulted our God. The degradation which we cast upon others in our
pride or self-interest degrades our own humanity - and this is the punishment which is
most terrible because we do not detect it till it is too late.
Not only in your relation with aliens but also with the different sections of your own
society you have not brought harmony of reconciliation. The spirit of conflict and
competition is allowed the full freedom of its reckless career. And because its genesis
is the greed of wealth and power it can never come to any other end but a violent death.
In India the production of commodities was brought under the law of social
adjustments. Its basis was cooperation having for its object the perfect satisfaction of
social needs. But in the West it is guided by the impulse of competition whose end is
the gain of wealth for individuals. But the individual is like the geometrical line; it is
length without breadth. It has not got the depth to be able to hold anything
permanently. Therefore its greed or gain can never come to finality. In its lengthening
process of growth it can cross other lines and cause entanglements, but will ever go
on missing the ideal of completeness in its thinness of isolation.
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In all our physical appetites we recognize a limit. We know that to exceed that limit is
to exceed the limit of health. But has this lust for wealth and power no bounds beyond
which is death's dominion? In these national carnivals of materialism are not the
Western peoples spending most of their vital energy in merely producing things and
neglecting the creation of ideals? And can a civilization ignore the law of moral health
and go on in its endless process of inflation by gorging upon material things? Man in
his social ideals naturally tries to regulate his appetites, subordinating them to the
higher purpose of his nature. But in the economic world our appetites follow no other
restrictions but those of supply and demand which can be artificially fostered,
affording individuals opportunities for indulgence in an endless feast of grossness. In
India our social instincts imposed restrictions upon our appetites, - maybe it went to
the extreme of repression, - but in the West, the spirit of the economic organization
having no moral purpose goads the people into the perpetual pursuit of wealth; - but
has this no wholesome limit?
The ideals that strive to take form in social institutions have two objects. One is to
regulate our passions and appetites for harmonious development of man, and the other
is to help him in cultivating disinterested love for his fellow-creatures. Therefore
society is the expression of moral and spiritual aspirations of man which belong to his
higher nature.
Our food is creative, it builds our body; but not so wine, which stimulates. Our social
ideals create the human world, but when our mind is diverted from them to greed of
power then in that state of intoxication we live in a world of abnormality where our
strength is not health and our liberty is not freedom. Therefore political freedom does
not give us freedom when our mind is not free. An automobile does not create freedom
of movement, because it is a mere machine. When I myself am free I can use the
automobile for the purpose of my freedom.
We must never forget in the present day that those people who have got their political
freedom are not necessarily free, they are merely powerful. The passions which are
unbridled in them are creating huge organizations of slavery in the disguise of
freedom. Those who have made the gain of money their highest end are unconsciously
selling their life and soul to rich persons or to the combinations that represent money.
Those who are enamoured of their political power and gloat over their extension of
dominion over foreign races gradually surrender their own freedom and humanity to
the organizations necessary for holding other peoples in slavery. In the so-called free
countries the majority of the people are not free, they are driven by the minority to a
goal which is not even known to them. This becomes possible only because people do
not acknowledge moral and spiritual freedom as their object. They create huge eddies
with their passions and they feel dizzily inebriated with the mere velocity of their
whirling movement, taking that to be freedom. But the doom which is waiting to
overtake them is as certain as death - for man's truth is moral truth and his
emancipation is in the spiritual life.
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The general opinion of the majority of the present day nationalists in India is that we
have come to a final completeness in our social and spiritual ideals, the task of the
constructive work of society having been done several thousand years before we were
born, and that now we are free to employ all our activities in the political direction.
We never dream of blaming our social inadequacy as the origin of our present
helplessness, for we have accepted as the creed of our nationalism that this social
system has been perfected for all time to come by our ancestors who had the
superhuman vision of all eternity, and supernatural power for making infinite
provision for future ages. Therefore for all our miseries and shortcomings we hold
responsible the historical surprises that burst upon us from outside. This is the reason
why we think that our one task is to build a political miracle of freedom upon the
quicksand of social slavery. In fact we want to dam up the true course of our own
historical stream and only borrow power from the sources of other peoples' history.
Those of us in India who have come under the delusion that mere political freedom
will make us free have accepted their lessons from the West as the gospel truth and
lost their faith in humanity. We must remember whatever weakness we cherish in our
society will become the source of danger in politics. The same inertia which leads us
to our idolatry of dead forms in social institutions will create in our politics prison
houses with immovable walls. The narrowness of sympathy which makes it possible
for us to impose upon a considerable portion of humanity the galling yoke of
inferiority will assert itself in our politics in creating tyranny of injustice.
When our nationalists talk about ideals, they forget that the basis of nationalism is
wanting. The very people who are upholding these ideals are themselves the most
conservative in their social practice. Nationalists say, for example, look at Switzerland,
where, in spite of race differences, the peoples have solidified into a nation. Yet,
remember that in Switzerland the races can mingle, they can intermarry, because they
are of the same blood. In India there is no common birthright. And when we talk of
Western Nationality we forget that the nations there do not have that physical
repulsion, one for the other that we have between different castes. Have we an instance
in the whole world where a people who are not allowed to mingle their blood shed
their blood for one another except by coercion or for mercenary purposes? And can
we ever hope that these moral barriers against our race amalgamation will not stand in
the way of our political unity?
Then again we must give full recognition to this fact that our social restrictions are
still tyrannical, so much so as to make men cowards. If a man tells me he has heterodox
ideas, but that he cannot follow them because he would be socially ostracized, I excuse
him for having to live a life of untruth, in order to live at all. The social habit of mind
which impels us to make the life of our fellow-beings a burden to them where they
differ from us even in such a thing as their choice of food is sure to persist in our
political organization and result in creating engines of coercion to crush every rational
difference which, is the sign of life. And tyranny will only add to the inevitable lies
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and hypocrisy in our political life. Is the mere name of freedom so valuable that we
should be willing to sacrifice for its sake our moral freedom?
The intemperance of our habits does not immediately show its effects when we are in
the vigour of our youth. But it gradually consumes that vigour, and when the period
of decline sets in then we have to settle accounts and pay off our debts, which leads us
to insolvency. In the West you are still able to carry your head high though your
humanity is suffering every moment from its dipsomania of organizing power. India
also in the heyday of her youth could carry in her vital organs the dead weight of her
social organizations stiffened to rigid perfection, but it has been fatal to her, and has
produced a gradual paralysis of her living nature. And this is the reason why the
educated community of India has become insensible of her social needs. They are
taking the very immobility of our social structures as the sign of their perfection, - and
because the healthy feeling of pain is dead in the limbs of our social organism they
delude themselves into thinking that it needs no ministration. Therefore they think that
all their energies need their only scope in the political field. It is like a man whose legs
have become shrivelled and useless, trying to delude himself that these limbs have
grown still because they have attained their ultimate salvation, and all that is wrong
about him is the shortness of his sticks.
So much for the social and the political regeneration of India. Now we come to her
industries, and I am very often asked whether there is in India any industrial
regeneration since the advent of the British Government. It must be remembered that
at the beginning of the British rule in India our industries were suppressed and since
then we have not met with any real help or encouragement to enable us to make a stand
against the monster commercial organizations of the world. The nations have decreed
that we must remain purely an agricultural people, even forgetting the use of arms for
all time to come. Thus India in being turned into so many predigested morsels of food
ready to be swallowed at any moment by any nation which has even the most
rudimentary set of teeth in its head.
India, therefore has very little outlet for her industrial originality. I personally do not
believe in the unwieldy organizations of the present day. The very fact that they are
ugly shows that they are in discordance with the whole creation. The vast powers of
nature do not reveal their truth in hideousness, but in beauty. Beauty is the signature
which the Creator stamps upon his works when he is satisfied with them. All our
products that insolently ignore the laws of perfection and are unashamed in their
display of ungainliness bear the perpetual weight of God's displeasure. So far as your
commerce lacks the dignity of grace it is untrue. Beauty and her twin brother Truth
require leisure, and self-control for their growth. But the greed of gain has no time or
limit to its capaciousness. Its one object is to produce and consume.
It has neither pity for beautiful nature, nor for living human beings. It is ruthlessly
ready without a moment's hesitation to crush beauty and life out of them, moulding
them into money. It is this ugly vulgarity of commerce which brought upon it the
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censure of contempt in our earlier days when men had leisure to have an unclouded
vision of perfection in humanity. Men in those times were rightly ashamed of the
instinct of mere money-making. But in this scientific age money, by its very abnormal
bulk, has won its throne. And when from its eminence of piled-up things it insults the
higher instincts of man, banishing beauty and noble sentiments from its surroundings,
we submit. For we in our meanness have accepted bribes from its hands and our
imagination has grovelled in the dust before its immensity of flesh.
But its unwieldiness itself and its endless complexities are its true signs of failure. The
swimmer who is an expert does not exhibit his muscular force by violent movements,
but exhibits some power which is invisible and which shows itself in perfect grace and
reposefulness. The true distinction of man from animals is in his power and worth
which are inner and invisible. But the present-day commercial civilization of man is
not only taking too much time and space but killing time and space. Its movements are
violent, its noise is discordantly loud. It is carrying its own damnation because it is
trampling into distortion the humanity upon which it stands. It is strenuously turning
out money at the cost of happiness. Man is reducing himself to his minimum, in order
to be able to make amplest room for his organizations. He is deriding his human
sentiments into shame because they are apt to stand in the way of his machines.
In our mythology we have the legend that the man who performs penances for
attaining immortality has to meet with temptations sent by Indra, the Lord of the
immortals. If he is lured by them he is lost. The West has been striving for centuries
after its goal of immortality. Indra has sent her the temptation to try her. It is the
gorgeous temptation of wealth. She has accepted it and her civilization of humanity
has lost its path in the wilderness of machinery.
This commercialism with its barbarity of ugly decorations is a terrible menace to all
humanity. Because it is setting up the ideal of power over that of perfection. It is
making the cult of self-seeking exult in its naked shamelessness. Our nerves are more
delicate than our muscles. Things that are the most precious in us are helpless as babes
when we take away from them the careful protection which they claim from us for
their very preciousness. Therefore when the callous rudeness of power runs amuck in
the broad-way of humanity it scares away by its grossness the ideals which we have
cherished with the martyrdom of centuries.
The temptation which is fatal for the strong is still more so for the weak. And I do not
welcome it in our Indian life even though it be sent by the lord of the Immortals. Let
our life be simple in its outer aspect and rich in its inner gain. Let our civilization take
its firm stand upon its basis of social cooperation and not upon that of economic
exploitation and conflict. How to do it in the teeth of the drainage of our life-blood by
the economic dragons is the task set before the thinkers of all oriental nations who
have faith in the human soul. It is a sign of laziness and impotency to accept conditions
imposed upon us by others who have other ideals than ours. We should actively try to
adapt the world powers to guide our history to its own perfect end.
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From the above you will know that I am not an economist. I am willing to acknowledge
that there is a law of demand and supply and an infatuation of man for more things
than are good for him. And yet I will persist in believing that there is such a thing as
the harmony of completeness in humanity, where poverty does not take away his
riches, where defeat may lead him to victory, death to immortality, and in the
compensation of Eternal Justice those who are the last may yet have their insult
transmuted into a golden triumph.
Tagore’s Concept of Nationalism
Some scholars who sought to trace the evolution of Tagore’s concepts of nationalism
and internationalism, have pointed out certain ‘shifts’ in his thought according to time.
In this regard we must submit the following points. First, Tagore did not very explicitly
spell his concept/critique of nationalism till the close of the nineteenth century
although he was incessantly engaged with various problems/factors of nationalism
through his essays, letters, songs and poems.
Moreover, in his early-‘political’ writings, written mainly as a form of critique of
‘inhuman’ colonial administration or on the bankruptcy of the national leaders and
their politics, he more overtly dealt with the issue. Therefore, any careful reader can
hardly miss the main contours of his concept of nationalism during these years.
Second, during the very important (in terms of fame, writings and activities as a public
figure) last four decades of his career, the basic problematic of his major writings,
lectures and activities was a kind of ‘dialogue’ with (or one may say a critique of)
nationalism. In these years also flourished his concept of internationalism following
his ‘critique’ of nationalism. Third, despite some ‘shifts’ and inconsistencies in his
thought, some of the basic premises of his concept of nationalism remained almost
unchanged. We must further mention that these ‘shifts’ or ‘changes’ took place mainly
in the light of various experiences (e.g. failure of the Swadesi movement, world war
I, rise of the Gandhi an movements etc.) than as a process of ‘pure’ theoretical
intervention by a professional philosopher.
During the first phase we observe an oscillation in Tagore’s writings regarding the
question of East and West. Born in one of the pioneering families that led the Bengali
‘enlightenment’ of the nineteenth century, he bore all the contradictions of his age
and class on the question of civilization. He was brought up in an atmosphere almost
surcharged with the spirit of nationalism of the Bengali Hindu intelligentsia. His
elderly family members and friends were busy with various un/successful experiments
in the formation of open as well as ‘secret’ societies for national ‘liberation’, highly
ambitious (which failed almost immediately) trade practices and inventions of new
technology. They were editors, playwrights and organizers. Although they derived
their ideals from the west, they sought to rediscover (or even ‘invent’) India,
especially, in the light of her past glories. Many of them began to cultivate (and
standardize) Bengali language and literature with renewed enthusiasm, which in
course of time became one of the most important points of national identity.
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But it was never an aggressive pan-Indian anti-English (in the linguistic sense, at least)
nationalism. Even Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay, the originator of modem Bengali
prose and Hindu nationalism declared:
“We are not the enemies of English language or race... among other benefits which
the people of this country gained from the Englishmen – English education is the most
valuable one... There are certain things that must be communicated to the government
officials. These must be done in English.
There are many other things, which cannot be confined to the Bengali people only the whole India must be its audience. How the whole of India can understand [our
message] if we do not communicate these in English?” Thus, according to Bankim,
since Sanskrit had become a dead language – at the present time, various groups of
India could be united on the basis of a common language, i.e., English. Tagore, in his
early years, seemed to share this view. Despite his involvement with
serious/amateurish attempts to promote as well as invent Indian/Bengali ethos, culture,
literature and style of living, he did not conceive of the east-west differences from the
point of antagonism. Rather he viewed it from the point of exchange and synthesis.
Education was one such field.
According to him, the spread of English education was a hallmark of free and new
thinking - a new epistemology emerged out of this practice that shook the foundation
of the ancient and medieval times:
“The English literature trains us in free thinking. Where freedom of thought is granted,
there the goals [of human beings] vary according to different levels of
intelligence...There is a gulf of difference between the person who is well versed in
English and who is not. Their thought process has become entirely different.
Previously, such a difference did not exist between a scholar and an illiterate. Then
the point of difference was such - while one knew more, the other knew less. Now,
one knows a certain form [of truth] the other the different one.”
However, Tagore closely observed and expressed views on the western society after
he went to England for the first time in 1878.There he found a general ignorance of
the western society about India and the east. During his first days in England he was
disillusioned by the indifferent, busy and matter-of-fact life in London and by the
pitiable condition of the English maidens who undertook the task of ‘bride-groom
chasing’ as their ultimate mission of life and who would not hesitate to take any step
to fulfill it. Thus the young poet saw a gulf between the image of England that he had
cherished in India and the reality around him. Before coming to England he expected
that the ‘tiny island’ was being swayed by the echoes of Tennyson’s poems,
Gladstone’s oratory, Max Muller’s wisdom and so on. “I thought that the people [of
England] would be crazy for intellectual amusement.”But his hopes were misplaced.
It is important to mention that he also visited the House of Commons during this time
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and heard Gladstone and John Bright speak on Irish Home Rule. He found the
behaviour of many Members of Parliament very indifferent and ‘uncivilized’,
especially on occasions when the Irish MPs were speaking.
But gradually, Tagore began to discover virtue in the British women. He was
particularly moved by the affectionate nature of his landlady Mrs. Scott and found that
“human nature is same in everywhere” because he was ‘unable to discern any
difference between Mrs. Scott and an Ideal Indian wife”.
“His earlier observations”, as Krishna Kripalani observes, “on English society and in
particular the role and ways of its women which had been mixed with not a single
irony and caustic comment, now underwent a change and he began to genuinely
admire the charm and strength of character brought up in a free society.” (Emphasis
added.)
Again, he reflected on the east-west issue, more than a decade later, regularly in a
diary - published as Europe-Yatrir Diary? The Diary begins with a long prologue
written in a dialogical style involving the civilizational questions of East and West.
This topic was one of his lifelong favourites. And as he would put in many later essays
(especially, in the Kalantar ones), in this book too, he discarded two extreme
tendencies: obsession for everything ‘western’ in one hand and defence of anything
that is ‘Hindu’ or Oriental on the other. He, on the contrary, sought to synthesize the
western ideal of freedom of thought and its pursuit for material truth with the age-old
Indian values. After a careful reading of these texts, one can surely argue that an
identity based on the cultural/civilizational antagonism, which forms one of the basic
foundations of nationalism (especially in a colony), was absent in Tagore’s thought
during this period.
On the other hand, regarding religious community, he generally identified himself
with the Hindu community. All of his ‘social’ writings during this period - be these on
dietetics, child marriage, the question of dress or the social status of the women - all
were directed to the Hindu audience, or to be more precise, these were meant for the
Bengali Hindu intelligentsia.
Here it may be useful to mention the ways he used the term ‘we’ (Self) to distinguish
it from the ‘other’. In his more cosmopolitan writings, ‘we’ stood one with the
universe; sometimes ‘we’ meant the ‘human’ world; on many occasions this term
connoted the ‘orient’ as differentiated by the ‘Occident’; again it stood for the
‘Indians’ and among ‘Indians’ it meant the Hindus as distinguished from Muslims and
Christians. (It is noteworthy that during his first trip to Europe he felt sad when he saw
marine vessels of every nationality, except the Hindu. In this context, at least, by
‘Hindu’, he meant a nation.)
Again, among the ‘Hindus’ he stood for the upper caste Bengali Hindu intelligentsia the bhadraloks and again among the bhadraloks he tacitly represented the Brahmo
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ideals. It must also be mentioned that during this period he did not posit the above
categories as antagonistic to each other. On the question of ‘caste’, there is nothing to
prove that his thought was radically different from the traditional values. On the
contrary, his silence on the question during this time suggests that he more or less
adhered to the traditional notion of caste, although gradually he began to highlight on
the value of Karma (deed) than the trait of Janma (birth). Regarding ‘class’, he was
aware that his opponents had branded him as a member of the affluent class. He
consciously wrote poems and accounts of sympathetic to the cause of the
downtrodden. But it is easy to point out his ‘vertical’ position in these writings. The
same ‘ora’ (i.e. They/the laboring classes/the ‘Other’)/‘awra’ (i.e. We/the ‘Self/the
affluent) difference recurs here.
II
Now let us turn to writings with overtly political tone and see how the above premises
shaped Tagore’s concepts of nationalism. It is remarkable that in the very first attempt
(he was then a boy of 15 years only) to deal with the nationalist sentiment, Tagore
spoke like a mature well-reasoned moderate of the day. He criticized, while writing a
review article on three books of verse, a contemporary trend in Bengali literature
(poems and plays): excess of empty slogans and display of petty sentiments in order
to arouse national spirit. According to the budding poet, the excessive use of such
hyperbolic phrases had become cliche and ridiculous. The slogans like “ ‘Bharat Mata'
(Mother India), ‘Yabans’ (the foreign enemies/Muslims), ‘Awake’, Bhisma, Drona
(the two sacrificing characters of the Indian epic, Mahabharata) etc.” with their
recurrent use “have become so ineffective that these no longer touch our hearts”.
Tagore quoted Shakespeare to restrain this type of writers:
“Words to the heat of deed too cold breath give.”
Tagore criticized this excess of cheap nationalist sentiment because they do not
represent strength but weakness of the native people. Thus he rejected on one hand the
empty hyperbolic slogans of the then nationalist leaders and authors and the cowardice
of the moderate leaders and their politics (of petition and prayer) on the other. Instead,
he welcomed the emergence of an intellectually and morally strong native people who
would not accept the tyrannical foreign rule for granted. He confronted with the same
problem, a few years later, after his first sojourn in England. This time too, he strongly
pleaded in favour of adopting a bold and upright attitude. “If we wish to protect
ourselves from the greed of the flesh-eaters [i.e. the British], we must become flesheaters ourselves. Otherwise, we would end up by increasing blood cells in the foreign
bodies through our self-destruction.”
This essay also revealed his awareness on international events. He compared the
subjugated state of the ‘timid’ Indian people with the turbulent Afghans and Zulus
whose determined resistance to the British domination caused the British much trouble
and worry. Therefore, he ended with some un-Tagore-like words: “According to the
Scriptures: The Mother-Earth is built by fleshes. We live on fleshes. [Therefore]
Victory to flesh - in this fleshy world.”
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However, it would be a gross mistake if we accept the above words in their face value
and think that here Tagore was preaching the virtue of violence. The essay, written in
a satirical tone was meant to criticize the ‘inhuman’ face of the colonial administration
than glorifying violence itself. Secondly, even if we accept that here Tagore advocated
the ‘principle of protest’ we must note (in the light of his other contemporary writings)
that this ‘bold uprightness’ must be based on moral courage than physical barbarism.
In fact, throughout his life he described bravery and courage as spiritual properties and
coercion and violence as demonic forces. In all of his contemporary writings we
observe two tendencies: a) caution/criticism against the excessive use of cheap
nationalist sentiments and b) contempt for the cowardice-inert attitude of the Indian
people and their leaders.
His writings oscillated between these poles. Let us consider the following excerpts
from four of his ‘critical’ essays (written between 1882-84).
1. “[The spirit of] National welfare may serve many purposes as long as it flows
in concealment like the fuel-gas that flows through the concealed pipelines and
illuminates. But when it [the fuel-gas/national spirit] is released through some
holes in the pipelines and covers the outer world, there is no other way than to
flee...”
2. “...Recently the name of National Fund is being much talked about... Its only
goal is to organize ‘political agitation’. [But] In our country mendicancy is the
other name for political agitation... We can get many things as doles from the
British but not self-reliance... Begging may be a temporary solution but the
effect of self-reliance is permanent.” (Emphasis added.) [Therefore, according
to the poet, the efforts of the leaders to arouse the conscience should be directed
towards making the native people conscious.]
3. “Recently a great farce was enacted at the Town Hall. A few Englishmen were
beating the ‘drums of [false] hopes’ and some native gentlemen in big turbans
were dancing [in gratitude]... No worthy son of the country [with enough
dignity] can keep good relations with those who dare to insult his country.”
“We will render a great service when we will come forward to help our native people
in distress. Then the people will know their Swadesh [by heart]. Although we have
learnt the lessons of patriotism from the foreigners, we could not learn it from our own
people, even today.”(Emphasis added.)
It is clear from the above passages that the poet is neither adopting a timid/moderate
line of self-pity, nor supporting the line of ‘high sounding but empty’ slogan
mongering in favour of nationalistic sentiments. He rather preferred to be a ‘middle
roader’ and his ‘hard’ prescriptions for the swadesh building also emerged gradually
during this period. He followed the same middle path regarding the question of
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‘modernity’ and traditions. In an imagined discourse (written in a dialogical style of
letter writing) between Shashthicharan - the grandpa (the advocate of traditional
values) and his grandson, Navinkishore (who represented the spirit of Modernity) Tagore tried to strike a balance between these extreme poles. However, in 1890, the
young poet read a short essay in Bengali called ‘Mantri Abhisek’ (on election of
Indians to Indian Council) at the Emerald Theatre.
The meeting was organized by the landlords of Bengal demanding more representation
of natives in the Indian Council. Here he emphasized on the points of similarity
between the Oriental and the Occidental civilizations despite certain apparent
differences and very benignly argued for the right to ventilate the agony of the Indians.
He assured the ruling race that he had full confidence in the greatness and conscience
of the Englishmen. The essay ended with a double-ended submission: “Deep respect
for you enables us to speak, otherwise we would have been silent.” The tone of this
essay was clearly different from the other writings of the time and Tagore-scholars are
divided over its evaluation.
Arabinda Poddar , a Marxist scholar, for example, described this writing as an instance
of ‘unbelievable sycophancy’ that was not worthy to be associated with Tagore’s
name. According to him, Tagore himself had earlier vehemently criticized the trends
of sycophancy prevalent among the social and political leaders of the day but here he
too fell prey to the same disease. Poddar, bracketed this essay with some other writings
(essays and novels) of Tagore and termed it as an expression of the poet’s dilemma
which, according to Poddar, he always faced as the member of the feudal gentry beside
being a conscientious poet. But Satyendranath Roy18, another Tagore-scholar, taunted
the writers who presented ‘Mantri-Abhisek’ as the ‘ultimate proof that Tagore had
been a great admirer of the British and that he too (like other Moderates) adopted the
line of ‘petition and prayer’.
III
Besides an extreme instance like ‘Mantri-Abhisek’, the 1890s can be generally
regarded as a period of transition from his previous role as an uninvolved moral critic
to a man gradually being drawn towards the ‘real’ problems of the country, various
programmes of the Congress and finally he arrived at his brief nationalist phase.
However, this ‘transition’ was never one-dimensional, that is to say, he did not fully
abandon his ‘balancing’ style of a middle-roader, although some sharp criticism
against the foreign rule and even against some aspects of the western civilization began
to take place more frequently in a bolder fashion. Also in this phase grew a new
consciousness of India based on certain civilizational uniqueness - although, with
some exceptions, he did not posit this ‘uniqueness’ against the West as such. We have
mentioned Tagore’s brief sojourn in England (sailed off on 22nd August 1890 and
returned on 3rd November - the very same year) and the Diary that he kept. Here too,
he undoubtedly upheld the spirit of synthesis and balance by criticizing some
factors/issues/qualities of both the Indian and the British societies while hailing the
others. (He devoted many pages on the issues of the women of home and abroad 26

found the foreign ladies, sometimes he could not set his eyes off from the pretty ones,
enjoying much more freedom which enabled them to develop their personality far
better than their Indian counterparts - but soon found many of them very ‘mechanical’,
bride-groom hunting type and the problem of the unmarried English maidens as bad
as the Indian widows.)
But on some occasions, he reacted - sometimes strongly, sometimes subtly - against
the racist attitude of the British. He narrated a conversation that he overheard between
a hefty British man and a pretty looking lady, while on board, at the time of his return
- in which the lady was complaining about the laziness of the Indian ‘punkha-pullers’.
Her proud friend offered a ready solution of ‘kicks or sticks’ for the erring punkhapullers. This conversation made the poet hurt, irritated and insulted. But instead of a
‘real’ protest (he wittily referred to his lack of fluency in spoken English, specially at
the moments of excitement - as an apology), he silently framed a highly discursive
soliloquy in English (to be found in the ‘appendix’). Some excerpts are worth
mentioning:
“A gentleman is a gentleman whatever inconveniences he may have to put up with.
And I think it is a gross act of cowardice to hit a fellow who can’t return you blow for
blow. Yes, admittedly we are a weaker people and you are very strong with your brute
strength. But muscular superiority is not a thing to be proud of... If ever you are
troubled with sleeplessness just take your punkhawalla’s position and pull your own
punkha... You always try to set our noisy shortcomings against our political aspirations
and say ‘The people who have early marriage is not fit for self-government.”
We may with greater justice say, people who bully their weaker fellow-beings, who
ill-treat their servants who have not the power to retaliate...are not fit to govern any
«a//o«...[T]his growing habit of revelling in the wild display of gross physical power
will be one of the potent sources of your national downfall.” (Emphases added.)
The argument presented here did not mark any shift in Tagore’s emphasis – he
criticized the brute and proud face of the western colonialism and accepted the popular
‘powerless and effeminate’ image of the eastern people and at the same breath tried to
remind the West/British its civilizational duties - failing which its downfall would be
unavoidable. But why did not Tagore himself physically convey this message of
protest to the persons concerned? Why did he prefer to protest and yet remain silent?
Perhaps it reveals the ambivalent character of the colonial elite. However, he
maintained his tradition of balanced criticism in some other writings written in the
early 1890’s. In a contemporary essay he compared the state of working class in the
west - exploited by the owners of the machines (industry) - with that of the Indians,
whose minds had been shaped mechanically by the age-old superstitions in a way that
no independent personality could be developed. In this essay as well as in other
writings during this time, the poet expressed his awareness of the ongoing ‘socialist’
movement of the working classes in the west; sympathized with the goals of the
movement (apart from being an ‘economic/political’ movement, for Tagore, it also
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symbolized a spirit of workers’ freedom from machines); but at the same time was not
sure about its success. Anyway, a careful reader may find in Tagore’s understanding
of socialism as the working classes’ fight for freedom from machines - an echo of the
future Gandhian doctrine against machines. Indeed, Tagore, in many of his poems,
plays, letters and essays, had strongly criticized the rule of machines - we would
discuss this issue later in details, but at this moment, we can only say that his views in
this regard did not totally resemble (rather, they differed to a great extent) with that of
Gandhi and that Tagore was more critical of the mechanical ways/culture practised by
any person/institution which destroyed human personality.
Again, in this decade (1890’s), Tagore began to know very closely the real/rural
Bengal/India as a zamindar - a sympathetic one who cared for his poor subjects and
adored the picturesque countryside of the northeastern parts of Bengal. By ‘caring’ we
do not mean here a revolutionary type but a sympathetic and conscientious landlord
who was aware of the exploitative and unjust system of the zamindari and yet sought
to give his subjects a sort of equitable justice (caste and community wise) permissible
within the system and who honestly noted his experiences. He visited Silaidaha and
Shajadpur - the headquarters of two large estates in northeast Bengal in 1889, a year
before his brief visit to Europe. But this time, he began to observe every thing revisited his zamindari in January 1891, nearly two months after his return from
Europe - with a new vision and consciousness. In several letters to Indira Devi, his
niece, he wrote about the helpless condition of his subjects and office-clerks and about
his strange and meaningless position as the omnipotent authority of these hapless
creatures. This new-grown consciousness about his country and countrymen helped
Tagore to argue very convincingly for the promotion of education through one’s
vernacular. He elaborated this thesis in an article called ‘Sikshar Herpehr’
(‘Differences in Education’): “ If the development of a country depends on the
education of the majority ... then there is no alternative to education through
vernacular...” As a Bengali intellectual, the poet obviously emphasized on the
development of Bengali language and literature as the vehicle of modem education
but his argument could be extended in favour of development of other vernaculars as
well. Most of the contemporary Bengali luminaries welcomed this article as the magna
carta of modem education through Indian languages. Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay,
the most renowned author and intellectual of the time, acknowledged that he had “read
the text twice and was in agreement with every word written in it.”
This was the beginning of an uncompromising stand regarding the imparting of basic
education through vernacular that finally took shape in the founding of
Brahmacharyashram - a school modeled on the ancient Vedic ideals, at Santiniketan,
at the dawn of the 20th century, which again was reflected in the syllabi of Visva
Bharati - a university that grew from the old Brahmacharyashram, in the mid-1920’s.
It was not the question of education only, in the realm of politics too, the poet stood
for vernacular, especially for conduct of official business. We must remember here
that all business, even in the Bengali Provincial Conferences, was officially done in
English at that time. Tagore was not at all happy with this situation because he ardently
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believed that Swaraj or ‘self-rule’ could not be built artificially, borrowing language
from others. That is why, many years later, he wholeheartedly supported Gandhi’s
move to address the common masses in Hindustani from the platform of the Congress.
Any way, it can be argued that from the beginning of the 1890’s - his phase of
transition - we find the growth of a new consciousness based on linguistic identity that
served as one of the basic premises of Tagore’s brand of nationalism or Atmashakti.
With the passing of years, he began to take active interest in the organization of
Congress sessions held in Bengal - composed and sang Bankimchandra’s immortal
Vandemataram at the inauguration of the Calcutta Session of the INC in 1896,
struggled much in favour of - and was partially successful in - conducting the business
of the Bengal Provincial Conference (a provincial wing of the Congress) in Bengali,
at Natore, in 1897. He even translated the speeches of some of the Moderate leaders,
who spoke in English, into Bengali. He was assisted, in this endeavour, by his nephew
Rabanindranath Tagore - founder of the famous (future) Bengal School of Art and a
by host of enthusiastic youth and also by Maharaja Jagadindranath of Natore, the local
Zamindar. Again, he strongly argued in favour of Bengali/national spirit, language and
dresses in the next year at Dhaka Conference. Decades later, he wrote about this
venture and wittily mentioned about his critics (like W. C. Bonnerjee - the first
Predient of the Indian National Congress) who held that the secret behind Tagore’s
enthusiasm for Bengali was his lack of sufficient knowledge of English.26 The same
story was narrated in the reminiscence (Pitrismriti) of Rathindranath, Tagore’s elder
son: “During the closing session W. C. Bonnerjee taunted father - ‘ Rabi Babu, your
Bengali was wonderful, but do you think your chasas and bhusas [i.e. rural farmers
and rustics] understood your mellifluous Bengali than our English?”
But he suffered the pains of insult as an Indian and reacted vehemently, at least in
letters (in reality, like the incident on the ship at the time of his return from England
in 1890, he seldom reacted directly), even before his active interest in the activities of
the provincial conferences of the Congress. Let us quote from one such letter, written
in 1893 from Cuttack to his niece, Indira Devi:
“As a rule, I cannot bear with the Anglo-Indians. But yesterday I learnt more about
their rough nature at the diner-table. The Principal of the local college is a crude
Englishman - with a robust nose, cunning eyes, two-feet [sic] long chin ...in short, a
full-fledged John Bull ... That man himself raised the issue of our jury system ... and
opined that the moral standard of the Indians was very low and that they did not believe
in the sacredness of life, therefore, they were not worthy of being nominated as the
members of the jury. I can’t tell you how did I feel at that time! Blood was boiling in
my heart but I was at loss of words... I could not sleep all the night...I was enveloped
by infinite melancholy... (I realized) How much real our eternal India is to us and how
much hollow and profoundly untrue the English courtesy is!” (Emphases added.)
The very next day he again wrote, “I could not forget the obstinacy of that Englishman
- the one I mentioned yesterday...The people who eliminated the Red Indians in
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America, who hunted the unarmed and poor Australians, even the women were not
spared, like wild animals - for no faults of theirs, who are not punished by the white
judges for killing our native people - should not dare to preach us, the innocent Hindus,
the lessons of sacredness of life and of high standard of morals”.
Arabinda Poddar described this ‘Cuttack incident’ as a turning point in Tagore’s
nationalist thought - as it haunted the poet again and again: he referred to it even in an
essay in, in which he strongly condemned the cruel-racist behaviour of an English
traveller in Tibet towards the native coolies. According to Poddar, the ‘Cuttack
incident’ shaped his hard vision in the midl890’s and led the poet search for the signs
of Indian/Bengali identity in the language, dresses and life-styles. Although he
emphasized more on the need of building inner unity among fellow countrymen than
external conflicts with the British people, at the outbreak of the 20th century (in his
most intensive ‘nationalist’ phase), he began to take cognizance of the differences
between the Indian and the Western civilizations - described these ‘differences’ as
divine-wish but reminded that the fulfilment of civilizations lay on mutual exchanges
without abolishing their unique points of difference and at the same breath accused
the British of violating such law of the civilization and held it responsible for
committing acts of shameless violence and treachery in Africa and Asia.
IV
Since the later years of the 1890’s, we notice two interrelated stances – taken by the
poet, regarding the construction of the national identity that influenced, to a great
extent, his concept of nationalism, especially during the Swadesi movement. These
were: a) his profound disrespect for aping the west in our political as well as social
lives and b) his growing interest to rediscover the foundations of Indian-ness or
national identity. We have already talked about his tireless efforts to introduce the
Bengali/Indian language/s as the medium of instruction and expression and to evolve
the native/national ethos, spirit and dress code. These efforts may sound as ‘elitist’
from the points of view of the contemporary Marxist/Subaltem theories. But a truly
‘Post-Colonial’ theory cannot underestimate the tension embedded in such an
enterprise: to reject both the extreme: conventional/traditional native and the foreignmodem and to search for an autonomous space - created by arbitrary/convenient
rejection/acceptance of both the traits - however hybrid and elitist that may sound.
According to Poddar, these twine stances led Tagore, at the end of the 19th century, to
turn back from the Western civilization and to take refuge in the cultural heritage of
the ancient India. His aim was to transcend the narrow boundaries of individual-ends
for the spiritual union of all beings living within the geographical essence of India.
Some of his contemporary poems of Kalpancr bore this feeling, in which men living
in India along with their sociocultural and geographical environments formed one
indivisible self. Bipin Chandra Pal, one of the ‘extremist’ trinity of the Congress,
praised unequivocally the new stand of Tagore: “Earlier our patriotism was directed
toward the basic truth of the European and the American civilization in the guise of
India... We loved an abstract concept called India... [But] Rabindranath taught us to
love the muddy and bushy paths of our villages, the mossy ponds, the hunger stricken
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malaria infected poor farmers and to love the language, philosophy and religion,
civilization and culture of this country.”
But Tagore’s India was not based on the present/ mundane only, it was also based on
the past glory. In the following words he declared his newfound charter of faith:
“...The great Indian past is not yet abolished, it cannot be.. .Whenever we ignore thispast and bring in the new, it silently takes revenge- destroys the new, makes it stinking,
pollutes the air. We cannot welcome the new - even if it is very necessary to do so without a negotiation with the past. Therefore, we must strengthen our past with the
new force, new life... There was a noble idea embedded in the ancient India. Our
ancestors used to meditate, renounce, work and even to sacrifice their lives to achieve
the joy of that-idea. If we fill our [present] lives with the nectar of that-idea - all
impediments between the past and the present will be unbelievably removed...”
36(Emphases added.) Advancing this logic further he held: ‘We do not want to be
anglicized, we want to be the Dwija [i.e. one who is twice born: an ideal Indian is also
born twice - once in the ancient time and now in the modem era].’Thus came into
being many poems and songs of Tagore that glorified the past/philosophical principles
of ancient India in the light of certain eternal values, i.e. an admixture of ancient and
modem values. In the early 1890’s he gave a new interpretation of a less popular
subplot of Mahabharata - the Arjuna-Chitrangada episode – in a dramatic verse,
Chitrangada or Chitra (in English) - in which the spirited Chintragada preaches a
unique womanhood, based on equality, when she tells her beloved Arjuna: “I am
Chintragada. Neither a goddess nor a mere object of dalliance. Not to be worshipped
on a pedestal, nor to be ignored and tamed to walk behind.. .But if you keep me by
your side in your path of danger, if you let me share your daring in thought and deed,
be your comrade in life’s hazards, your mate in joy and sorrow, then only will you
come to know me.” The same thing he did in the late 1890’s. This time he dealt with
the historical as well as mythological anecdotes collected from Rajendralal Mitra’s
anthology of the Nepalese Buddhist literature, Tod’s accounts of the Rajput bravery,
Cunningham’s book on the history of the Sikhs, Ackward’s collection of the Maratha
legends, Vaishnava tales from Bhaktamal and above all from the endless subplots of
Mahabharata. In some of his poems of Chaitali (1896), there is a romantic cry to get
back to the ancient world of Nature, to the tranquility of the ancient Indian tapovana
(i.e. hermitage), to the glory of the ancient capitals - vibrant with affluence, bravery,
art and culture - of Vidarbha, Virat, Ayodhya, Panchal and Kanchi from the
mechanical city-life of the modem civilization. But this revivalist viewpoint was
perhaps best expressed in two of his masterpieces, Katha (Ballads) and Kahini (Tales)
- a noble treasury of India’s moral and spiritual heritage, of heroism and sacrifice of
more recent period - in the form of narrative verse and dramatic dialogue. Some of his
poems, written around this time, bore the influence of the hot political atmosphere
through which the country was passing. Bal Gangadhar Tilak - one of the extremist
trinity of the Congress and the founder-editor of Kesari, a mouthpiece of the fiery
nationalism in Marathi - was arrested under the repressive Sedition Act. Tagore raised
his voice against the proposed Bill and actively participated in raising funds for Tilak’s
defence. Influenced by Tilak’s preaching for organizing the Ganapati (the elder son of
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Lord Siva with an elephant head) and Shivaji (the 17th century Marathi hero who
dared to challenge the omnipotent Mughals and founded a Marathi-Hindu empire)
festivals, he wrote an immortal poem called ‘Shivaji Utsav’ (The Festival of Shivaji’)
and some other poems on Shivaji and the Marathas.
But again, however romantic and revivalist he might seem, he was really attracted by
the eternal humanist values ingrained - at least he supposed so – in the
characters/incidents of the past. He often referred to a maxim by the Saint Rajjab of
the mediaeval era: “You like it or not, but the whole thing is - anything which
resembles with all the truths is indeed true, otherwise it is only a lie.”39 (Emphasis
added.) Tagore was eager to revive the past only in this spirit. Thus when Gautama,
the famous guru, asked the poor little boy - eager to be his pupil - whether he was a
Brahmin and who his father was, the child ran to his mother to inquire and came back
and reported to his Master that his mother had no husband and all the wealth God had
given her was in her little boy. The sage embraced the boy and said, “You are the best
of Brahmins, for you have inherited the noblest heritage - truth.”40 Similarly in KarnaKunti Sambad (A poetic-dialogue between Kunti, the mother of the Pandavas and
Kama - her own son out of a pre-marital intercourse, whom she threw away in a pot
in the river and who now was supporting the Kauravas, the arch enemies of her sons)
the main message was: wherever be your birth, your deed must be noble. Thus, under
no circumstance, we can equate Tagore’s revivalism with the prevalent Hindu
revivalism of the late 19th century, which sought to glorify even the most trivial odd
habits and superstitions as Aryan and therefore took them better than the West.
Although Tagore never directly challenged the unjust caste system - like Gandhi, he
took it as a vulgarized form of the ancient Vama system and on some occasions (e.g.
during his lecture tour in Japan an America in 1916) he even saw it as an age-old
system that resisted the mechanical competitions of the modern world - he, in the
above mentioned poems, sought to transcend the limitation of the caste system by a
higher/e/ema/ truth. On the other hand, regarding the growing Hindu-Muslim conflicts
in the 1890’s, Tagore overtly sympathized with the Hindus. We have already
mentioned that compared to other communities Tagore considered himself as a
‘Hindu’ and from 1890’s to the second decade of the 20th century he took ‘Hindu’ and
‘Indian’ as synonymous terms. In many of his writings in the above period, he even
criticized the Buddhists for indulging in anarchy in the traditional Indian/Hindu
society and also referred to the anarchic and antagonistic role of the Muslims. But he
generally held the British ‘divide and rule’ policy responsible for the deteriorating
Hindu-Muslim conditions. He, however, did not support any Hindu move to react
violently. Therefore, although his view in this regard might seem to be similar to that
of Tilak, he was never in favour of an Orthodox Hinduism: his Hindutwa (i.e.
Hinduism as a cultural doctrine) was as liberal and as catholic as possible. His criticism
against the Government reached a new height during the repressive Press Act, 1898.
On 17 February, on the eve of the said Act, he read a treatise 41 at the Town Hall
defending the freedom of thought and vernacular press. The piece began with the
problem of communication through the languages of the rulers and the ruled: “Today
I chose to read this essay in a language - which is although the language of the
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Bengalis, of the weak and of the ruled, but [the fact is] our rulers are afraid of it: one
of the reasons for such fear is that the rulers do not know the language. And wherever
be the darkness of ignorance there is the haunting ground of blind anxiety.”(Emphases
added.) He elaborated this argument further and claimed that only through a free flow
of expression (through the vernacular) by the natives the Government could know the
‘mind’ of the subjects and establish a rule based on trust. In this essay too, he
acknowledged the existing differences between the East and West as the central reason
for this lack of communication on the part of the rulers because “[T]hey [i.e. the rulers]
do not know us...We are not ferocious... Yet we are not to be believed because we are
Oriental, we are unknowable.” (Emphasis added.)
He also referred to the situation during the Sepoy Mutiny, when the mutineers
exchanged chapattis (a symbol of revolt among the illiterate soldiers) among
themselves to express their discontent against the British and argued that ‘silence’ (as
the soldiers could not vent out their anger/dissatisfaction freely) of the sepoys was
more dangerous than the contemporary vernacular press which encouraged the natives
to express their opinion freely.
Here, it is a curious finding that although Tagore did not believe in the archetypal EastWest differences, he had almost-always (like most of his contemporaries) lived in the
discourse of such civilizational differences and therefore, even when arguing in favour
of a modern ‘Right’ like Freedom of Expression, he founded his argument on the basis
of this discourse. It would not be irrelevant to mention that round about this period,
Tagore was deeply absorbed by a new and unique experiment to evolve an indigenous
form and goal of education: the outcome was the foundation of the
Brahmacharyashram at Santiniketan.
It is also interesting to note that establishment of the Brahmacharyashram in December
1901 — modelled on the ancient Indian Tapovan - the hermitage, where pupils used
to reside with their teachers/masters and faithfully served them in order to acquire
knowledge - was preceded by the publication of two complimentary essays: ‘Nation
Ki?’42 (What is Nation?) and ‘Hindutwa’/‘Bharatbarshiya Samaj’43. In the latter
piece, Tagore held that for ages, ‘society’ had been the foundation of Hinduism and to
strengthen this foundation different varnas had to leam their different ideals and duties
by practising strict celibacy (Brahmacharya). Throughout his life, the poet accepted
these characteristics (importance of the society and the varna system) as distinctive
features of the Indian civilization, which had also provided with an autonomous
cultural space for India. The new school at Santiniketan was founded to re-create this
autonomous space in the field of education. But such a unique mission of Tagore
would have been unfulfilled without the active support of Brahmobandhav Upadhyay,
a dynamic ‘rebel’ Roman Catholic priest and his associates. Upadhyay dreamt of
reviving the ancient Indian ideals - joined the ashram as a teacher (he was deeply
moved by reading Tagore’s Naivedya, a book of poems) and used to call the poet as
Gurudev (the Guru) with reverence, which fitted well with the initial atmosphere of
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Brahmacharya ashram and later became synonymous with Tagore’s name. But soon
differences cropped up between the two and Upadhyay left the ashram.
This was also the period when the native elite painters of Bengal, inspired by the ideals
of the great Japanese artist Okakura, had launched a new/orientalist art movement
called the ‘Indian/Bengal’ School with Rabanindranath (Tagore’s nephew) as the
central figure. But Tagore, it is noteworthy, who would later (in the 1930’s) emerge
as a great painter, did not participate in the above art movement as an artist, although
he closely observed its development. But his poems and essays, written in this period,
clearly expressed this ‘orienalist’ spirit and the Brahmacharya ashram at Santiniketan
personified this spirit. This search for an autonomous social/cultural space reached its
height in the early days of the movement against the partition of Bengal (1905), which
is also known as the Swadesi movement. It was a time of anti-British national
awakening - not only of the enlightened native of Bengal but also of other provinces.
And Tagore, at this juncture, to quote Ezra Pound, ‘sang Bengal into a nation.’ But
soon he was disillusioned by certain incidents during the movement, began to distance
himself from it and gradually started highlighting more on the sprit of unity between
the East and the West and by the beginning of the 1st World War he had taken the
internationalist position. This shift in emphasis could also be traced in the evolution
of his dream-mission: as a search of the world within the cosmopolitan/Upanisadic
ambience of the Indian civilization: the old Brahmachary ashram grew into a new
university, Visva Bharati (‘An Academy of the Universe’, to translate literally).
The word ‘Bharati’ traditionally signifies Saraswati - the Aryan/Hindu deity of
Learning and therefore, anything of academic nature. But it is also related with the
word Bharat, i.e., India. Thus the Visva or the world/universe/cosmos is also seen from
a very broadminded albeit Indian perspective. It can also be described as Tagore’s
eternal dream. This ambivalence, this urge to be one with the world without losing for
a moment the Indian/oriental identity - marks the main contours of Tagore’s
nationalism and internationalism. He never discarded his idealized notion of Orient to
become an internationalist. The architecture of the Santiniketan-buildings clearly
followed an oriental style. Its distinctly oriental character is noticeable even by a
layman. It also holds, even in these days of globalization, open air classes under mango
trees. Thus Santiniketan had always provided, the poet and the Bengali-elite, with an
autonomous cultural space, even in the extreme internationalist/cosmopolitan phase
of Tagore. For this reason, perhaps, although the poet as a painter did not follow the
established style and forms of the Oriental/Bengal school (he was rather a ‘modernist’
painter)44, many of his literary creations of this period (1930’s), especially the songbased plays45, strongly resembled with the oriental style of the Katha-o-Kahini
period. The principal difference between his ‘Swadesi’ and the ‘internationalist’
phases was that he was more inward looking in the discourse/practice of his kind of
‘orientalism’ in the former (i.e. the ‘Swadesi’/ nationalist) period and he rather chose
to embrace the world, in the later phase, without abandoning his orientalism.
V
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From the beginning of the 20th Century till the beginning of the Swadesi or AntiPartition of Bengal Movement, Tagore sought to grapple with the theory of
Nationalism and its implications in the Indian context. It is noteworthy that even in his
‘nationalist’ phase, he considered nationalism as a western import and was not very
sure about its success in the Indian soil - which he had always taken as a civilization
dominated by societal values, in contrast with the western civilization whose prime
motive force had been political ambition. In the modem days, this urge for
political/economic supremacy, according to Tagore, was best expressed in the theory
and practice of nationalism. However, he became somehow hopeful after reading
Renan’s famous writing on Nationalism, but he remained always doubtful about the
usefulness of applying the western kind of nationalism in India. In the following
contemporary essays such as ‘Nation Ki?’ (What is Nation?), ‘Bharatbarshiya Samaj’
(The Indian Society), ‘Prachya o Paschatta Sabhyata’46 (The Oriental and the
Occidental Civilizations), ‘Naba Barsha’47 (The New Year), ‘Bharatbarsher
Itihas’(The History of India), ‘Chinemaner Chithi’ (The letter of a Chinaman) etc.
Tagore evaluated the western notion of nationalism, expressed doubts about it and
differentiated the oriental/Indian and the western civilizations. Going through these
writings would make one see the difference of his concept of nationalism. Tagore
almost endorsed Renan’s concept of Nation as a ‘spiritual entity’. In this definition,
the question of Nation-Nationality-Nationalism is not seen from the point of mundane
economic-political self-interest but as an ethical/spiritual bond that exists among a
given people without any specific external element like ‘a common ancestry, a
common religion, a home and a government’. These are some necessary elements but
not sufficient ones. For, nationalism cannot really grow (despite the existence of these
elements) without a common heritage, which is to be based on common historical
antecedents and a desire to live together for fulfilling future ideals. In ‘Bharat barshiya
Samaj’, he wrote that the ideal of unity in Europe was based on political background
whereas the ‘Hindus’ achieved unity through social organism. The idea of the
European nation was a hindrance in the way of merging of an alien race into it. But
in the Hindu civilization, despite the separate identities in terms of race, language,
religion and customs - the people have learnt to live together in peace and harmony.
Here a careful reader must keep in mind that although the poet used the term ‘Hindu’
in the broadest possible sense, this coinage, however, connotes the influence of rising
Indian/Bengali nationalism on him, which was undoubtedly - form/content and
leadership wise - a ‘Hindu nationalist’ movement. In this essay Tagore put forward a
thesis that would be almost echoed, nearly fifteen years later, in his celebrated book
Nationalism, although to drive at different conclusions. In ‘Chinemaner Chithi’, on
the other hand, he quoted with approval from the letters of a Chinaman, living in
England for a long time. These letters produced a cultural critique of the West from
the Chinese/Oriental civilizational point of view. The poet was rather elated to find his
views were almost echoed in these letters. Therefore, in this essay he talked about the
civilizational unity and bond that existed between the Indian and the Chinese
civilizations, distinguished the basic features of the Asiatic/Oriental from that of the
British/Occidental. Another essay in the row, Prachya o Paschatta Sabhyata’ also
reflected the same spirit. After pointing out the basic differences in terms of the social
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ideals of the Indian civilization and the political/national ambition of Europe, he
uttered some words of caution for those who in the eagerness of making India a
‘nation’ had begun to emulate some of the negative qualities - such as deliberate
falsification of facts, indulging in cunning/corrupt/cruel practices etc. - of the western
nations.
In a review article called ‘Desher Katha’so he only half-heartedly admitted that
although we had to form a nation, but that should not be achieved by aping the West.
Rather ‘we’ must protect and strengthen our inner essence and must drive back home
what (i.e. our intellect and emotions) had been misdirected towards the outside world
owing to (foreign) educational and other situational influences. In all the above essays,
he considered ‘Nationalism’ as a western plant that had been imported in ‘recent’
history through the modem/British educational and political systems. In the above
context, we should read and evaluate the text of ‘Swadesi Samaj’ (The Native
Community) - which marked the culmination of Tagore’s thought on the question of
nationalism/autonomy in this period. The immediate cause behind it had been the acute
crisis of drinkable water in the rural Bengal, the reluctant attitude of the government
and the people’s deep anguish over such reluctance. This essay (1904) - read in two
largely attended (by the Bengali elites) public meetings in Calcutta - was warmly
received by the audience. In fact, the second meeting was arranged, as many persons
could not enter into the lecture theatre during the first time. On the second day, he
slightly edited the piece and later distributed among friends and relatives a draft of the
proposed ‘Constitution’ of the Samaj along with several dos and don’ts. On the whole,
this thesis could be regarded as the height of Tagore’s version of nationalism as it
reflected his ‘original’, although utopian, mind. Its central message was:
Bengalis/Indians should develop their self/inner strength - Atma Shakti – than depend
on the foreign rulers - to fulfill socio-economic-cultural needs. Only this could provide
the natives with the desired autonomy - material as well as spiritual - and free them
from the humiliation of the foreign rule. Sir Gurudas Banyopadhyay, who attended the
first meeting and whom Tagore later named as the Chief of the proposed Samaj,
instantly divided the latter’s thesis into three parts: first, regarding self-reliance;
secondly, regarding the election of a Samajpati (Chief of the Community) and thirdly,
regarding organization of native-fairs to foster fellow-feeling and engage in the
development of the Samaj. However, Arabinda Poddar2 has divided Tagore’s main
argument into five segments: a) differences between the state-based West and the
society-based India; b) the destruction of the traditional Indian society/community
under the British rule; c) organization of native-fairs as the platform for intermingling
and being aware of the real condition of the country and the community, d) election
of an omnipotent leader of the community and e) development of a parallel community
organization at the grass-root level within the State which would gradually weaken the
grip of the State. Let us probe these points. Tagore, as we noted, began with the
differences between the Western/British State and the Indian Society. “In our
country”, he wrote, “the king was engaged in warfare, protection of his kingdom and
the business of adjudication. All the. other tasks – from maintenance of education
system to that of water system - had been performed by the society in such a manner
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that despite changes in rule by different dynasties - which flooded our country through
centuries - our basic nature [dharma] was not spoilt. Changes in rule did not spoil our
society and make us vagabonds... Our kingship was equivalent to what is known as
the
State/Government in English. But there had been basic differences. Britain has vested
all the welfare activities in the hands of the State - whereas India had only partially
done so... In Britain, the State is based on the uninterrupted social consent... In our
country, the State/Govemment [Sarkabahadur] was nobody of the Society. It stood
outside the Society.” (Emphasis added.)
Therefore, he argued, whatever we would expect from the State, we would achieve it
at the expense of our freedom. Whatever task the Society would entrust on the State,
it would make itself unworthy regarding that field of activity. But such worthlessness
had never been the characteristic feature of India. Yet at the present moment, the poet
lamented, the Indians were eager to handover all the societal duties in the hands of the
asocial State. The government had already granted fifty thousand in cash to solve the
crisis of drinking water. It might even spent fifty lakhs in the face of a more intense
movement. But what would be the ultimate result? The hearty initiative that once used
to come from within the Society would be transferred to the foreigners. And to save
the Indian society from its spiritual peril, Tagore put forward a unique programme. He
suggested that the national leaders must organize community-fairs in a large scale.
These fairs (Mela) had always been the indigenous mode of meeting and exchange where people participated spontaneously. This traditional space, according to Tagore,
must be utilized as a platform for meeting among the urban educated and the simpleton
villagers and also as a platform for dialogue between different religious communities.
Here the native society, without any links with barren politics, might take into account
various problems that the country was facing. And soon social initiatives might crop
up in different directions - making these fields free from governmental/political
interventions. To bear the costs of organizing such fairs, Tagore suggested arranging
various entertainment shows, such as, open space plays or Jatra, Kathakatha (an
indigenous mode of reading/reciting/interpreting religious/mythological texts), magicshows, bioscopes, magic-lantem shows etc. But somebody must take up the initiative
to do all these. Here Tagore proposed to elect an omnipotent Samajpati!Adhinayak
(Chief of the Community) who, by dint of his virtues, would personify the spirit of the
country and through his vision the countrymen would feel and realize their country.
Several leaders, appointed by the Samajpati, would take charge of different
departments of work. (Tagore later forwarded a detailed draft of the constitution of the
Samaj and the Pallisamaj i.e. the Rural Community) At the first meeting he proposed
the name of Sir Gurudas Banyopadhyay as the Samajpati. After a year, he proposed
that two members - one from the Hindu community and other from the Muslim
community - should be elected as the Adhinayaks. During the Anti-partition
Movement he again' proposed that the eminent moderate leader Surendranath
Bandyopadhyay be elected as the Chief. Many years later he hoped that Gandhi would
be able to take up this challenge. Anyway, led by the able and omnipotent Adhinayak,
the primary goal of the patriotic Indians, according to the poet, was to become
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autonomous in the social fields. The more they gained autonomy, the less they would
be dependent on the foreign rulers. And at a certain point of time the imperialist State
would be completely redundant.
‘Swadesi Samaj’ - taken together with the proposed ‘Constitution’ and some
supplementary essays - could be regarded as the most original and well thought out
(as it offered a programme of action) thesis by Tagore on the questions of nationalism
and autonomy (popularly known as Swaraj). Undoubtedly, it was Tagore’s version of
nationalism sans political ambition based on social action bypassing/ignoring the
State. Apparently Tagore was influenced by the instance of the Armenian Nationalist
Party, which had launched a movement that established a ‘parallel state’ in the remote
rural areas and made the Czarist administration virtually ineffective.54 Sachin Sen,
who wrote The Political Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore in the late 1920’s (which
could not be accepted by Tagore himself), also interpreted this essay as a thesis for
‘State within a State’55. But Tagore was, as we have seen, not interested in creating a
Swadesi State in place of a foreign one, rather he wanted to privilege the Society over
the State. Questions were raised - in the past and present - about the practicability and
intentions of this thesis. The principles of the essay, which had been so enthusiastically
received by the people, were never practised. (Although, later Tagore himself tried to
put some of the principles into practice in his zamindari at Birhampur - the police
harassed the young protagonists and even put some of them behind the bar and the
experiment came to an end.56) Critics like Poddar questioned the thesis of Statewithout-ness inscribed in the essay and Tagore’s apathy for ‘political movement’ in
the face of imperialist oppression. He held - this seems to be Poddar’s central
contention- that such an apathy for politics and his refusal to confront directly with the
imperialist state showed that Tagore was a split personality - one of a
poet/emancipator: who could not accept the unjust foreign rule and the other that of a
landlord: the beneficiary of the Permanent Settlement established by the British Raj.
According to him, throughout his life Tagore suffered from this irreconcilable tension.
But Tagore himself seemed to be aware of such criticism. In a brief essay, written
three years after ‘Swadesi Samaj’, he made this observation: “... Granted that Swaraj
(i.e. political autonomy) is our ultimate goal. But it has to start somewhere - at certain
moment one has to make it. Swaraj is not a castle in the air, we have to achieve it
through a series of action.” Thus it would be rather simplistic to assume that he did
not approve of anything political. He knew that political power was ‘ultimately’
important only he wanted to lay primary importance on the social and cultural domain.
Of course, there was politics behind such ranking/hierarchy itself: Society first and
then Politics. It might also emanate from Tagore’s class psyche. From this point of
view, nothing is outside the politics: even ‘personal is political’ - thus the social sphere
too cannot stay outside the purview of politics. Any resistance or assertion that involve
the application of Power (and Knowledge) at any sphere is politics, according to recent
social and political (postmodern) theories. But then both Tagore and his critics had
mistaken on one point: both had taken only formal State/Party centric activities as
politics. However, after a careful study of the text and supplementary writings, one
can arrive at the following points. First, ‘Swadesi Samaj’ privileged Social
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Community over the National Politics. Or, indirectly, Tagore sought to establish
Social Community as the (Indian version of) Nation. But here too, like many of his
poems and songs, he had the problems of Bengal in mind50 while talking about the
Indian nation. Secondly, although he had aversion for political organization - he
blueprinted a very well knit and disciplined social organization, where ordinary
members had virtually no rights than to obey the dictates of the Samajpati. It is very
surprising that Tagore who, on many occasions, challenged tyranny vehemently (one
can refer to plays like Muktadhara or Free Current, Raktakarabi or Red Oleanders and
Taser Desh or The Land of Cards or his polemical essay ‘Call of Truth’) - could opt
for a Samajpati with so much dictatorial power. Perhaps, he bore the ‘immaculate’
incorruptible image of an ideal Chief of the Brahmo Samaj, like Maharshi
Debendranath Tagore, his father. An attentive reader may even notice the existence of
the common suffix Samaj with both the organizations - i.e. the Brahmo and the
Swadesi. Moulded in the high spirit of Hindu revivalism (he laid a particular emphasis
on the word Brahman - not as a caste but as a virtue of Sir Gurudas Bandyopadhyay),
the said Samajpati should possess some high moral virtues: Charitraguna. Tagore, it
is noteworthy, despite his stanch opposition to tyranny, had always searched for a
virtuous leader to rule the social and national life. One can refer to the Indian national
anthem that replaced Bankimchandra’s Vandemataram. Written and composed by
Tagore this song began with ‘Janaganamana Adhinayaka Jaya He’ - which literally
meant ‘Hail to Thee! Oh, the Commander of the Peoples’ Heart’. At one moment he
hoped that Gandhi would emerge as the leader with these qualities. Later he welcomed
Subhash Chandra Bose - the dynamic nationalist youth leader from Bengal - as
Deshnayak62, i.e., the Commander of the Nation.
One also cannot ignore the point that Tagore, in the proposed Constitution, favoured
a policy of secrecy regarding the net income of the contributors to the fund of the
Samaj, i.e. no inquiry should be made to know the net income of the contributors. He
also wanted to make the contributory ‘taxes’, imposed on the members, voluntary. No
person would lose his membership, due to non-payment of ‘taxes’. He was also in
favour of an equally flexible attitude for the ‘friends of the Samaj', who, for various
reasons, might not enrol themselves as the ‘members’ of it. But why such concessions
were made? Perhaps the poet had anticipated that strict rules about contributions and
declaration of the income and assets might discourage the prospective members many of them belonged to the landed gentry - to join the Samaj. Similarly, by allowing
the outside ‘friends’ to join the Samaj on a specific basis, Tagore allowed the persons,
who due to gratitude/fear for the British could not formally join it.
VI
If ‘Swadesi Samaj’ marked Tagore’s intellectual and ethical preparation to realize
social autonomy through social initiative and cooperation ignoring the State, the
events since the middle of 1905 led him to the centre-stage of Bengal politics and
made him confront (than bypass or ignore) the imperialist state. Lord Curzon’s
declaration of the partition of Bengal Province triggered off an unprecedented
nationalist wave in Bengal - popularly known as the ‘Swadesi Movement’ - that soon
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swept the rest of the country. Tagore, we must remember, was closely associated with
this movement for a brief period of three months. But within this short span, he
enriched the movement - by his highly spirited patriotic essays, lectures, songs and
poems - in such a manner that later Ezra Pound, the poet, observed: Tagore sang
Bengal into a nation. Does this really mark a shift in his position from that of ‘Swadesi
Samaj’? Before considering this question let us take a quick stock of his role as an
intellectual/moral leader of this movement and the essence of his viewpoints. On 25
August (1905) Tagore, at a public meeting, read an essay: ‘Abastha o Byabastha’^
(The Situation and its Solution), concerning the issue of boycott of the British goods
and sponsoring of the native commodities. This was an important issue as later Tagore
was to raise serious moral and economic objections against such a programme.
However, the content of the above mentioned essay was in harmony with the mood of
the enthusiastic and emotionally charged crowd who wholeheartedly supported the
policy of boycott. But from the very beginning he was very cautious that such a policy
should not be adopted to pacify the excited and hurt feelings of the native people rather it should lay the founding stone of permanent welfare of the country. In his
words: “If I take pleasure in the present [boycott] programme, it is not because the
British will incur loss by it, nor because the native businessmen will make profit... I
am really concerned about the benefit of our hearts... The comforts and luxury
[provided by the foreign goods] were taking us away from our native land... If today,
for country’s sake, we can sacrifice to some extent these luxurious habits in our
everyday life, then we can strengthen our country by the unity born out of such
common sacrifices.” Therefore, despite his involvement with the movement Tagore
was not lured by the ‘temporary’/dramatic success but he was always concerned about
the ‘permanent’ goal of social welfare by the social initiative. Rather viewing the
policy of boycott as a means to teach the British a lesson - he saw it as an opportunity
for sacrifice. And Tagore had always valued the ideal of ‘sacrifice’ - for others without
fear - with crowning importance. Thus there had been hardly any great difference
(except that of confrontation with the State over the issue of Partition) with his earlier
position. However, as the D-Day approached, he seemed to accept with a very calm
determination the fate of the movement - which was heading for a tough confrontation
- and he knew that at the early stage there might be excess of emotions and people
might be in an intoxicating mood. In an address to the participants, just one week
before the Partition, he even asked them to ignore the negative comments made by the
overcautious persons. This was, no doubt, a new position, as it was Tagore himself,
who always discarded cheap sentiments and hasty actions at various stages of the
national movement and uttered the words of caution. He would be uttering the same
words just three months after. Thus for a brief period he even allowed some sort of
excess in the practice of the budding nationalism. But he, even in the stormy eve of
the movement, stuck to his ideal of sacrifice that would make people discover their
country and move towards social reconstruction by their own initiatives. This was also
a period of supreme creativity for the poet. On the above day he composed and recited
his immortal song: iBanglar Mati, Banglar Jol... ’ (Let the earth and the water, the air
and the fruits of Bengal be sacred, my lord!) He composed a score of patriotic songs
during this time - which were immediately circulated among the enthusiastic crowd*
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who sang them with utmost solemnity in different parts of Calcutta and Bengal. The
situation, for a student of French History, might seem similar to the early days of the
French Revolution, when the French National Song gradually evolved by the
struggling participants. Ramsay Macdonald, the Labour Party Leader and later the
British P.M., toured Bengal during this time. He experienced (and reported to the Daily
Chronicle about) the emergence of a new Bengal bubbling with nationalist spirit - in
the fields of religion, songs and poems, art and literature. He also saw that the inspired
people were singing, like psalms, the nationalist songs from the popular collections of
Tagore’s. In these songs, the experts noted, Tagore used folk tunes as never before.
But the songs, although patriotic in nature, do not bear any ill feelings for the
opponents - rather they place patriotism on a high altar of self-respect and ethical
determination. On the eve of the Partition, he gave a call to the people to observe the
Rakhi Bandhan - the festival of tying yellow strings on each other’s arms to foster the
spirit of brotherhood - on the D-Day. Thousands of people assembled, led processions,
singing Tagore’s songs in chorus - through various parts of the North Calcutta - up to
the river Ganga. Yet, this enthusiasm, on his part, was short lived. He gradually
withdrew from the movement; tried in vain, to actualize his plan for village
reconstruction; and finally, as time went on, he became frustrated and highly critical
about the movement. Tagore had to bear criticism - harsh and soft - of his critics and
also of the sympathizers for deserting the movement after such a spirited
involvement. Arabinda Poddar pointed out two probable reasons behind Tagore’s
distance and withdrawal from the Swadesi Movement. First, the poet had already been
criticized by men like Sivnath Shastri - eminent Brahmo leader and educationist - for
his overemphasis on the idealized notion of ancient India, which was almost
tantamount to Hindu revivalism, although in a very lofty sense. Secondly, on his part,
Tagore severely criticized the hyperbolic leaders for whom the Swadesi Movement
meant another platform for exciting yet empty speeches. He rather expected that this
opportunity would make the urban leaders to devote time for rural reconstruction. But
soon his high hopes were shattered. Thus in a letter he commented, “If the majority of
the countrymen are in favour of such useless crazy activities then it is imperative on
the people like us to concentrate on our duties in isolation.” Ramendra Sundar Tribedi
- scientist, essayist and an admirer of Tagore - while acknowledging the poet’s
contribution to the development of the fiery nationalism lamented that after two years
of mad-excitement when the participants were cooling down owing to over-fatigue
and fear of state repression, Tagore was telling his countrymen not to indulge in crazy
excitement but to undertake serious task of social reconstruction. However, Krishna
Kripalani, biographer and a close associate of Tagore, defended Tagore’s action in
such words: “ [B]e it recalled to Tagore’s credit that he was never deflected from what
he thought right by public abuse. That too was heroism. Indeed, he did well to retire,
for he was no match for politicians who would have exploited his presence in the
struggle for their own benefits.” Considering all these arguments, one may summarize
that Tagore was primarily frustrated by the nature of the movement - which was
overtly political (besides hyperbolic speeches and mass-hysteria this movement was
undoubtedly anti-government) and not aimed at achieving social autonomy. Secondly,
like many of his contemporaries, he could not guess that the Muslims could remain
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alienated in the process of the movement and that they would not see the boycott
programme (especially of the British clothes) from an emotional point of view but
from an economic point (British cloth was cheaper). Thus, in many cases, the over
enthusiastic participants had to forcibly impose the boycott programme on the poor
Muslims. Tagore could never accept such a forcible application of boycott. Thirdly, in
the partition, the Muslim-elite might see an opportunity to undermine the ‘superior’
Hindu-elite, at least, in the Eastern part of Bengal. Tagore did not foresee this issue of
power. Rather, he felt (he declared one year ago) that different communities would not
fight among themselves in the Swadesi Samaj: they would live in harmony. ‘That
harmony will not be something un-Hindu but specially Hindu in character’ (Emphasis
added.)
Although he used the term ‘Hindu’ in an idealized and broadest possible sense,
nevertheless, his ideal faced a jolt, which he bitterly admitted later. Fourthly, the
increasing ruthless policy of the government to crush the movement had probably had
a negative effect on the sensitive mind of the poet. The essays, written between this
period and the beginning of the First World War, gradually took a critical view of the
Swadesi movement. Although he still strongly opposed the Partition and emphasized
on the spirit of dignity like before - he also began to stress on the point of unity between
the East and the West. Again, he began to realize the impossibility of forging a unity
among different communities - especially between the Hindus and the Muslims –
based on an idealized notion of Hindutwa. Thus he gradually tilted towards a new
notion of Mahabharata - that literally meant Great-India, constituted not only by the
Aryans/Hindus and the ‘aboriginal’ non-Aryans but also by an array of ‘outsiders’: the
Shakas, the Hunas, the Pathans and the Mughals - making India a melting pot of
diverse races into a greater humanity. A new identity of the Indian - comprising all the
inhabitants, not only the Aryan/Hindu - developed. This pan-Indian identity had no
quarrel with the other civilizations because it was based on the positive quality like
unity/harmony among diverse constituents. This mentality found its highest aesthetic
expression in the poem ‘Bharattirtha’ and his immortal novel Gora. In this novel, Gora
– the protagonist was a devout Hindu youth - a typical product of the Hindu
enlightenment of the late 19th century with a strong moral character, who glorified
anything Hindu and thus could not accept the liberal character of his ‘mother’,
Anandamoyee. At the end of the novel, Gora came to know about his origin - that he
was actually an orphan child of an Irish parents, who died during the ‘Mutiny’ (1857)
and Gora was brought up by the caring Anandamoyee as her own son. The novel ends
with Gora’s newfound realization that a (suddenly found) stranger like him could find
a place only in the wider all-embracing identity of the Indian, rather than Hindu. With
this realization, he went to Anandamoyee and told her: “You are my India.”
This was certainly a metamorphosis of Atmashakti - based on an all-embracing
consciousness of Hinndutwa. This new theoretical position allowed Tagore to develop
a concept of Bharat as a melting pot of civilizations - or, in other words, India as a
miniature of the world civilization. Even in a famous patriotic song, during the
Swadesi phase, he beautifully described this link: the hem (anchal) of the Mother42

Earth’s dress is spread over Thee (India). This was just a step behind his cosmopolitan
humanism/intentionalism. One might be tempted to call this new nationalism of
Tagore: internationalism as nationalism. Although, many writers have treated this
phase as a period of his disillusionment about nationalism that ultimately led to the
final abandonment of it (‘Nationalism is a menace’), we can argue that Tagore always
remained a nationalist in the above unique sense (Mahabharata) of the term. That is
why, at the fag end of his life, he supported the concept of the Mahajati (The Great
Nation) and laid the foundation stone of a public hall of the in Kolkata, which was
planned/organized by the rebel nationalist leader Subhas Chandra Bose and called
Mahajati Sadan. But there is little doubt that besides such a liberal concept of India
and introspective criticism of the Swadesi movement, Tagore along with his
Orientalism (the notion of India also emanated from his Orientalism) was moving
from the inward shell to the outward World. And soon he began to discover again the
‘virtues’ of the West/British. Essays written in this period till the beginning of the First
World War bear this attitude. Thus in ‘Purva o Paschim’ (The East and the West)
written in 1908, he spoke highly about the role of Europe in solving the problems of
the humanity as a whole. ‘The flame of Europe’s lamp is burning. We have to lit our
lamp from that flame and move out, once again, following the Path of Time.’ The same
attitude towards the West/British was further strengthened and reflected, four years
later, in an essay, ‘Yatrar Purbapatra’ (Prologue Before the Voyage) - written just
before his famous Europe-tour in which Tagore’s English translations of Gitanjali,
with the help of the English poets and critics like W.B. Yeats, Ezra Pound, Rothenstein
and others, came to public notice. Here he wrote, “ If we visit Europe with a mission
that we would, without any prejudice, observe the Truth there, then where else could
the Indians find a better pilgrimage like Europe?”
He went on further, “only a non-believer atheist might argue that Europe is ruling the
world materially. But [truly speaking] nothing but the strength of dharma could be the
foundation of the European rule.” (Emphases added.)
Therefore, it was not only India that was blessed with the spirit of the Mother Earth
and thus formed a miniature of the World-Civilisation, the European Civilisation too,
in the modem age bore, more vigorously, that spirit. Thus, Europe could be regarded
as a place of pilgrimage for the Indians. This argument later found a systematic
expression in his Kalantar-nssays. But, as the World War I was drawing closer, he
was pained to find that Europe was turning into a battleground of chauvinistic
aspirations based on hatred and non-tolerance for each other that clearly violated the
unitary principle of Human Civilisation. He had received the Nobel Prize for Literature
just a year before the war and was generally regarded as a sage-like-poet - a champion
of eternal peace. Armed with such a new stature, Tagore launched a crusade against
the theory and practice of nationalism - especially during the lecture-tour in Japan and
America in 1916. These lectures were later published in a book called Nationalism.
VII
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The book - Nationalism - consists of three articles: a) ‘Nationalism in the West’, b)
‘Nationalism in Japan’ and c) ‘Nationalism in India’. It also contains the English
translation of a Bengali poem, ‘The Sunset of the Century’. The word ‘Sunset’ is very
significant (since it connotes ‘farewell’ or ‘decay’) and fits well with the general
pessimistic mood of the book that depicts a very dark image of a ‘menace’ called
‘Nationalism’. The first two stanzas are worth quoting:
1
‘The last sun of the century sets amidst the blood-red clouds of the West and the
whirlwind of hatred. The naked passion of self-love of Nations, in its drunken delirium
of greed, is dancing to the clash of steel and the howling verses of vengeance.
2
The hungry self of the Nation shall burst in a violence of fury from its own shameless
feeding. For it has made the world its food.'.. .(Emphases added.)
In fact, the whole book contains a scathing criticism of nationalism, which Tagore
took as a ‘Western’ evil. In the first article, he discussed the devilish characteristics of
the Western concept of nationalism and how it led to the ruin of Europe. In the second
article, he expressed the fear that Japan, following the ideal of nationalism, would be
marching towards imperialism. And in the last article, he emphasized on the
impossibility of the nationalist project in India on the Western line and cautioned the
leaders who tried to forge an artificial (‘national’) unity disregarding the age-old
Indian principle of ‘unity in diversity’.
In this book, Tagore made a distinction, as he had done before, between the societybased ‘Oriental’ civilisations as represented by India and the Western nations. Thus,
although there had been conflicts and clashes among various races, which settled in
India over centuries, the differences were not so basic.
“We had known the hordes of Moghals and Pathans who invaded India, but we had
known them as human races...we had never known them as a nation.’ But in case of
the British, ‘we’ had to deal, ‘not with human races, but with a nation - we, who are
no nation ourselves.” (Emphases added.)
But what, according to Tagore, did constitute a nation? For him, “A nation, in the
sense of the political and economic union of the people, is that aspect which assumes
when organised for a mechanical purpose.’ It is clearly a departure from his earlier
impression of ‘Nation’ that he developed after reading Renan’s book. Contrary to his
earlier definition of nation as a spiritual unity, he now realized that it was based on
greed for material property, mutual jealousy and fear about each other’s growth into
powerfulness. ‘This process, aided by the wonderful progress in science, is assuming
gigantic proportion and power, causing the upset of man’s moral balance, obscuring
his human side under the shadow of soul-less organization... [W]e must stand up and
give warning to all, that this nationalism is a cruel epidemic of evil that is sweeping
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over the human world of the present age, eating into its moral validity.”86 (Emphases
added.) In contrast, “Society has no ulterior purpose. It is end in itself.” For this
reason, “...our history has not been of the rise and fall of kingdoms, of fights for
political supremacy... Our history is that of our social life and attainment of spiritual
ideals.’ According to the poet, ‘civilisation’ is the embodiment of all the positive
qualities of humanity and therefore the ‘fruits/benefits’ of civilisation cannot be
restricted to a particular group organised as nation. Yet, the “Western Nation acts like
a dam to check the free flow of Western civilisation into the country of No-Nation.”
(Emphases added.) Therefore, “Nationalism is a menace”, he declared. And he was
‘not against one nation in particular, but against the general idea of all nations.’
(Emphases added.)
It should be mentioned here that the way Tagore highlighted the nation/civilization
dichotomy (in Nationalism) tallied generally with the position that he upheld in his
concept of Mahabharata. Or, one may argue, he was approaching the world from an
orientalist (‘Nation of the West’ versus ‘Society based Civilisation of the East') point
of view. We find the same spirit in his polemical essay, ‘The Call of Truth’89 (1921)
- written as a part of a series of articles during the Gandhian Non-Cooperation
Movement (1920-22). Tagore was on his yearlong sojourn at the time of its
commencement. But he was aware of the development and impact of the movement
through his regular correspondence with C.F. Andrews, his friend. In the beginning,
the poet oscillated between hope and dismay about the success of the movement.
Initially, he even described it as a more important movement compared to the Swadesi
Movement.90 But soon he began to ventilate his disapproval about the negative
methods of the movement, especially the way Gandhi preached boycott of, along with
the foreign clothes, the government schools and western education.
“Occasionally”, Tagore wrote to Andrews in the wake of the Non-Cooperation, “I read
in the newspaper reports of the Non-co-operation movement in India. It seems to me
that its current is getting muddled with a great amount of unreason... To be in league
with the spirit of destruction is dangerous, for its methods are easy, its results are
quick and stupendous in wholesale negation.” (Emphasis added.) That is why, he
further wrote: “Swadeshism, Swarajyaism, ordinarily produce intense excitement in
the minds of my countrymen, because they carry in terms of passion generated by the
exclusiveness of their range. It cannot be said that I am untouched by this heat of the
movement. But somehow as a poet, I am incapable of accepting these objectives as
final.”
On his return, he read out a paper, in three largely attended meetings, called ‘Sikshar
Milan, or Meeting of Cultures, in which he highlighted on the needs of establishing
autonomy or Swaraj on the intellectual domain. Only through an education, free from
prejudices - religious or political - one could develop such free minds and bridge the
gaps between narrow shells of nationalism and the world. True education could not be
either Oriental or Occidental. For, the Occident too, sought to attain the same Truth
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materially (through science and technology) that the Orient was searching for ages,
following a spiritual path. Therefore, educational institutions in India should flourish
as meeting grounds of the East and the West - not as centres of antagonism based on
chauvinism. The above argument of the poet - when the movement was at its height naturally provoked even his admirers to react. Saratchandra Chattopadhyay, most
popular Bengali novelist of that time, published a quick rejoinder (according to
rumour, C.R. Das, the uncrowned king of contemporary Bengal politics, took the main
initiative from behind) - ‘Sikshar Birodh, or Conflict of Cultures. The main objective
behind this essay was to contradict Tagore on every point and it ‘lacked’, according to
Poddar, the height and grace of Tagore’s essay. But it had enough ingredients to agitate
the poet and made him write a full-length essay in Bengali, ‘Satyer Ahabhan’ - which
was almost immediately translated into English as ‘The Call of Truth’. In this piece,
he again fired volley after volley against the Gandhian Non-Cooperation in particular
and ‘Nationalism’ in general. The essay is a typically-Tagorean one - written in his
inimitable masterly language - full of rhetoric. At the beginning, he defined Swaraj,
as he done in ‘Sikshar Milan’, as the autonomy of the inner-self and cautioned
everyone about a cult of ‘unquestioning obedience’ that was gripping the
contemporary India.
Undoubtedly, the poet implied Gandhi as the spearhead of this cult - but he was more
critical about the panacea or mantra that the Mahatma had chosen for achieving the
(outwardly) swaraj, i.e. worship of charka or the spinning wheel:
“God has given the Mahatma the voice that can call, for in him there is Truth... But
his call came to one narrow field alone. To one and all he simply' says: Spin and
weave, spin and weave.” (Emphasis added.)
His objections to charka were manifold. First, it indulged in - by its non-innovative
“easiness’ - the sheer wastage of human power and creative talents and created ‘the
inertness of mind, which is the basis of all slavery...”. Mind is no less valuable than
cotton thread.’ (Emphasis added.) Second, this undermining of human creativity and
‘mind’ would pave the way of the cult of blind ‘obedience’. Third, it was ludicrous to
accept the mere statement of the Mahatma that Swaraj could be brought about by
everyone engaging for a time in spinning. But more importantly, Tagore was
criticizing the negative methods of the Non- Cooperation. Here the poet was charging
the Gandhian movement with the same coins by which he had earlier attacked
‘Nationalism’ in 1916. Not only Gandhi’s “call came to one narrow field alone” i.e.
adoption of charka\ he also chose a cheap and shortcut road to success. “There dangles
before the country the bait of getting a thing of inestimable value [i.e. swaraj], dirt
cheap and in double quick time. (Emphases added.) And a very popular method apart from boycotting the Government education and offices - had been the burning
of foreign cloth. Although, Tagore held, a large section of the Indian women badly
needed it. However, from the experience of the Swadesi movement, the poet knew that
the boycott of Manchester would raise the ‘profits of the Bombay mill-owners to a
super-foreign degree.’ But what really baffled him was: what belonged to the domain
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of economics (i.e. the boycott of the foreign cloth) had become a moral issue by
labelling these cloths as ‘impure’. “Thus economics is bundled out and fictitious moral
dictum dragged into its place.” This issue of boycott and burning of the foreign cloth
in this period tempts the present researcher to refer to an account of Tagore-Gandhi
conversation at Jorasanko (Tagore’s ancestral home). This will reveal Tagore’s
impression about the first phase of the Gandhian nationalism. On that day, while
Mahatma was convincing the poet that Non-Cooperation was based on the principle
of non-violence, a large crowd had gathered outside Tagore’s house and to show
solidarity with the Mahatma and “to teach their ‘world-minded’ poet a lesson, they
collected large bundles of foreign cloth from near-by shops and set up a bonfire right
in the midst of the open courtyard”. An agitated Tagore reacted vehemently.
According to Leonard Elmhirst, Tagore’s friend and secretary, the poet said to Gandhi:
“Come and look over the edge of my verandah, Gandhiji. Look down there and see
what your non-violent followers are up to. They have stolen [according to Elmhirst,
Tagore deliberately used the word ‘stolen’ instead of ‘snatched’] from the shops in the
Chitpore Road, they’ve lit that bonfire in my courtyard and are now howling round it
like a lot of demented dervishes. Is that non-violence?” Elmhirst further informs us
that on that day, the mahatma began by saying, “Gurudev, you were yourself a leader
and promoter of the Swadeshi movement in India over twenty years ago. You always
wanted Indians to stand on their own feet as Indians and not to try to be poor copies
of Englishmen. My Swaraj movement is the natural child of your Swadeshi. Join me
and strengthen it.’ The latter answered: ‘Gandhiji, the whole world is suffering from a
cult of selfish and short-sighted nationalism. India has always offered hospitality to
all nations and creeds. I have come to believe that we in India still have much to learn
from the West and its science, and we still, through education, have to learn to
collaborate among ourselves.” (Emphasis added.) Finally, when Gandhi pleaded with
the poet to take to spinning, as an example to the rest of the country, the latter smiled
and said, “poems I can spin, songs I can spin, but what a mess I would make, Gandhiji,
of your precious cotton!” However, after some time the Tagore-Gandhi debate
apparently' came to an end. But his basic objections to ‘narrow’ nationalism remained
almost the same since the days of Nationalism. Not only through polemical
essays/speeches, but also through various literary works, he reflected this attitude. We
can refer to his well-known novel, Ghare Baire101 (It has an English version called,
The Home and the World). Written in 1916 - the same year in which he spoke on
‘Nationalism’ in Japan and America. In this novel - based on a triangular relationship
between two men (Sandip, an aggressive nationalist leader with Machiavellian
qualities and his friend Nikhilesh, a progressive zamindar, who did not believe in
everything that Sandip preached, yet admired him and funded his project) and a
woman (Bimala, Nikhilesh’s wife, who, encouraged by his liberal husband grew
friendship with Sandip and soon fell under his hypnotic spell) in the background of
the Swadesi movement - Tagore seemed to defend his much-criticized position during
those days through Nikhilesh. “Today I have earned unpopularity everywhere as I
could not join our people, with a wine-pot, in their occult-circle [that invokes hypnotic
love for the country]. My countrymen think that I am after some khetab [i.e. title
conferred by the government] or afraid of the police. The police think I have got some
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ulterior motive therefore I pretend to be such a good fellow. Yet I am treading this
path of distrust and insult. In my opinion, the people who cannot serve the country,
accepting it simply as the country or respecting its people as people and instead call it
[the country] the ‘Mother’ or ‘Devi’ [the Goddess] and chant hymns, only these people
need hypnotism. Their attachment to this intoxication is greater than their love for the
country.” Contrary to such a gentle and moderate Nikhilesh, Tagore had portrayed
Sandip the nationalist with a dark colour. He was unscrupulous and dynamic. “The
impotent man says,’ he noted in his diary, ‘what is given to me is mine. And the weak
man assents. But the lesson of the world is, whatever I can grab is mine... Every man
has a natural right to possess, and therefore greed is natural.”
Tagore had to bear harsh criticism, for such dark-portrayal of Sandip – the nationalist,
during and after his lifetime. But that could not discourage him to write another piece,
in 1934, called Char Adhyay104 {Four Chapters) - this time to deal with the
underground revolutionary movement in Bengal. Against the background of heroism
and terrorism is depicted the frustration of love and the gradual debasement of human
values. There was a short ‘preface’ in its first edition. In this piece, Tagore referred to
an evening of long ago, in which Brahmobandhab Upadhyay, editor of the nationalist
journal, Sandhya and formerly Tagore’s colleague at Santiniketan, came to visit the
poet at Jorasanko and there he confessed that he had had a ‘great [moral] fall’. This
unusual reference in the ‘preface’ naturally set the mood of the novel, which sought to
uncover the ruthless, proud and hyperbolic character of Indranath - the leader of a
secret revolutionary organization. In many ways Indranath resembled Sandip of Chare
Baire. Like Chare Baire, Char Adhyay too, had to face sharp criticism for depicting a
revolutionary with such negative shades. The critics even questioned, apart from
ideological motives and taste, the historical objectivity of this novel. But as careful
readers, if we remember that Tagore had (almost like Gandhi) an abhorrence for
physical violence and that since his dissociation with the Swadesi movement and
especially since the beginning of the First World War, he had described nationalism
as ‘a menace’ - then it would seem rather natural for Tagore to portray the exponents
of ‘narrow’ nationalism in such terms.
VIII
One may, however, argue that if Tagore had criticised the ills of nationalism, he had
not also spared the colonial government for its acts of repression. Rather, he used
strongest possible words to condemn it. Various instances can be mentioned in this
regard, such as, his resignation from the knighthood over the Jallianwala Bag incident;
his protest against the coercive measures unleashed by the government on the innocent
sailors of Komagata Maru - a marine vessel from Canada; his deep sympathy for the
jail interns (for instance, in Hijli - where the political prisoners were often physically
tortured and even killed) etc. These can also be seen as Tagore’s moments of hurtnationalist-sentiment, even after rejection of the theory and practice of nationalism.
But there is another way of looking at it. When we argue that since his dissociation
with the Swadesi movement and especially since the beginning of the World War I,
he had condemned nationalism - we refer to this - nationalism’ (as was done by
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Tagore) as the western nationalism. Tagore had always taken ‘nationalism’ as a
‘westem’/foreign term and to maintain the basic ‘nuance’, he even preferred to retain
the words like ‘nation’ and ‘nationalism’ as-they-are in Bengali, instead of the popular
Bengali jati (i.e. nation) and jatiyatabad (i.e. nationalism). But this does not mean that
the poet had no feeling, for his country and countrymen. Like any contemporary elite
nationalist, he was equally concerned for them. Further, he had always cherished an
idealized notion of Maha')-Bharat' - which, contrary to the negative/evil elements of
nationalism, possessed all the positive virtues of Indian/oriental society-basedcivilisation. So he had no quarrel with patriotism sans ‘narrowness’. Thus we cannot
call these moments of protest as Tagore’s coming back to the fold of ‘nationalism’, in
the given (western) sense of the term. And again, in these protests, we heard more the
voice against State coercion and violence than the defence of nationalism. And this
goes well with his notion of violence-non-violence, which we discussed earlier.
But this is not to suggest that nationalism-of-Tagore came to a dead end. He remained
a ‘nationalist’, as we have seen, in a very special Tagorean sense, in which there was
no boundary between the home and the world - in which India was seen as the mother
and host of different civilisations. For Tagore, this had been the spirit of India for ages.
He championed this spirit and looked at the world from the point of this India.
However, within Indian politics, at the last part of his life, a kind of ‘provincial’ feeling
raised its head. We have seen, like many Bengali leaders of the 19th century, on many
occasions, Tagore took the problems of Bengal as the problems of India. In many of
his songs/poems Bengal stood for .India. We can take this as an act of the unconscious.
Not only Tagore or other Bengali elites took this for granted, even most of the nonBengali leaders seemed to accept the famous saying of Gokhale: What Bengal thinks
today, India will think tomorrow. But, since the advent of Gandhi and after the death
of the legendary leader C. R. Das - Bengalis began to lose their previous command in
the field of politics. Many young men from other provinces began to take important
part in national politics. And the ‘rebel’ young Bengali, who rose to stature of a
national figure in the late 1930’s, was Subhas Chandra Bose. A close associate of Das,
Bose was a firebrand nationalist, who along with Jawaharlal Nehru and others was
considered as a ‘leftist’ or ‘socialist’ (but not a communist) within the Congress.
Therefore, serious differences often cropped up between him and the ‘conservative’
followers of Gandhi. The differences loomed large owing to the uncompromising
radical stance taken by Bose, after his election as the President of the Congress in 1938
at Haripura. For this reason, the hardcore anti-Bose leaders, with the blessings of
Gandhi, put an opponent candidate, in the next election - who was defeated by a huge
margin at the Tripuri Congress in 1939. As a result, all senior Gandhian leaders
resigned from the Working Committee and after a media-hyped battle of words, Bose
felt compelled to resign. Tagore, was so moved by this sacrifice that he immediately
wired a message of praise to Bose: “The dignity and forbearance which you have
shown in the midst of a most aggravating situation has own my admiration and
confidence in your leadership. The same perfect decorum has still to be maintain by
Bengal for the sake of her self-respect and thereby help your apparent defeat into
permanent victory.” (Emphasis added.)
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But more significant was Tagore’s wire to Gandhi after Bose’s expulsion from the
Congress. He wrote: “Owing gravely to critical situation all over India and especially
in Bengal would you urge Congress 'Working Committee immediately to remove ban
against Subhas and invite his cordial cooperation in the supreme interest for national
unity.” (Emphasis added.) So again we find a typically Tagorean urge for maintaining
a balance - this time, between the self-respect of Bengal and the supreme interest for
national interest. And his essay, ‘Deshnayak’109, which overwhelmingly hailed Bose,
also reflected this spirit. Thus, on one hand, he even referred to Gita’s famous saying
that ‘To protect the good and to destroy the evil, the Protector is bom again and again’
– and received Bose as the protector and Leader of the Country (‘Deshnayak’) on
behalf of Bengal. He lamented that Bengal had lost her past glory and the sky of her
fate was filled with stormy clouds. “ Weakness is seen among ourselves and the
opponent forces have united outside.” Yet, on the other hand, he cautioned that the
above opinion must not be misread as a separatist plea on the basis of ‘provincialism’
or that he sought to place Bose as a competitor of the Mahatma. Again, in a written
speech , on the occasion of laying foundation stone of ‘Mahajati Sadan’ organized by
Bose, the poet uttered the same words of caution. The awakened Bengal with her best
talents was destined to submit all her gifts to the altar of India. Let no sense of selfish
separatism prevail. But why the poet had to so frequently remind his audience/readers
with such words of caution? It was because the self-pride of Bengal had been gravely
hurt and especially the youth was bubbling in anger for a ‘fitting reply’, which could
have easily led to separatism. And Tagore, undoubtedly, could not support such a
move. But was not he too shocked by the above course of events? Could he raise his
voice so much and get involved, in case of an ‘injustice’ to other provinces?
It is not proper for us to guess an answer, but we can cite the said essays and argue
that Tagore too, while warning against the separatist sentiments, did (proudly?) remind
the ‘contributions’ made by Bengal in the national awakening, in every fields of life
including literature, art and politics. Again, very uncharacteristically, he referred to
the sacrifices of the young revolutionary martyrs of Bengal. Also one cannot overlook
but notice that Tagore was welcoming Bose ‘on behalf of Bengal’ not as a leader of
the province ‘leader of the country’. Was not this a reflection of Bengal’s aspiration
to occupy once again (although Tagore categorically pointed out that Bose’s welcome
was not to challenge Gandhi) the centre-stage of national politics? It seems more
probable as Bose’s reception by Tagore (through two essays) took place, first, after
Bose resigned as President and then, after his expulsion from the Congress. But we
must not take Tagore’s love (and even moderate pride) for Bengal as ‘provincial
nationalism’. Not only because the poet himself had cautioned us in this regard but for
a simple reason: there was no exclusivist tone in those notes of love. There was no
opposition between Bengal’s ascendancy and India’s existence. Rather there was a
sense of transcendence: Bengal was seen, like the old times, as the nursery of the new
India and this-India was a non-exclusive India - the Mahabharat or Great India - which
should not be led by narrow/parochial nationalism and had no quarrel with the world.
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Because, for Tagore, India had always been the melting pot of many civilisations - She
was ‘the mother of the mother Earth’.
2.3

LET US SUM UP

Tagore argues that the real problem in India is not political but social, a condition that
he says prevails not only in India but among all nations. He also notes a parallelism
between America and India-the parallelism of welding together various races into one
body. In the end, he claims that India has never had a real sense of nationalism, and
that nationalism has for years been at the bottom of India's troubles.
2.4

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

How do you address Tagore’s concept of nationalism which seems contradictory
to many people?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………….……………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………..………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….…………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………
1.

How do you compare Tagore’s concept of nationalism and his sense of patriotism
with that of Gandhi?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………….……………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2.
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………..………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….…………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………
3. How far was Tagore connected with the Muslim masses?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………….……………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………..………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….…………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………
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